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SELMER GROUPS OVER Zdp-EXTENSIONS
KI-SENG TAN
Abstract. Consider an abelian variety A defined over a global field K and let L/K be a Zdp-
extension, unramified outside a finite set of places of K, with Gal(L/K) = Γ. Let Λ(Γ) := Zp[[Γ]]
denote the Iwasawa algebra. In this paper, we study how the characteristic ideal of the Λ(Γ)-
module XL, the dual p-primary Selmer group, varies when L/K is replaced by a intermediate
Zep-extension.
1. Main Results
s:intro
Let A be a g-dimensional abelian variety defined over a global field K and let L/K be a Zdp-
extension, unramified outside a finite set of places of K, with Gal(L/K) = Γ. For each finite
intermediate extension F/K of L/K, let Selp∞(A/F ) denote the p-primary Selmer group (see
§2.5) and set
Selp∞(A/L) = lim−→
F
Selp∞(A/F ).
We endow Selp∞(A/L) (resp. Selp∞(A/F )) with the discrete topology and let XL (resp. XF )
denote its Pontryagin dual group. The main aim of this paper is to study how the characteris-
tic ideal of XL over Λ(Γ) := Zp[[Γ]] (the Iwasawa algebra) varies, when L/K is replaced by an
intermediate Zep-extension L
′/K. Our result has many applications. In particular, it leads to a
structure theorem of ZL, the Pontryagin dual of lim−→F
Qp/Zp ⊗A(F ) (see §1.6).
su:ns
1.1. Notation. Let S denote the set of places of K ramified over L/K. For an algebraic extension
F/K and a place w of F , let Fw denote the w-completion of F . If w is a non-archimedean place,
let Ow, mw and Fw (or OFw , mFw and FFw) denote the ring of integers, the maximal ideal and the
residue field of Fw. Also, denote qw = |Fw|. We fix an algebraic closure K of K and let Ks ⊂ K
denote the separable closure of K, and the same for Kv.
For an abelian groupD, letDp (resp. Ddiv) denote the p-primary (resp. p-divisible) part ofDtor,
the torsion subgroup. For a locally compact group G, let G∨ denote its Pontryagin dual group.
In this paper, we always have G∨ = Homcont(G,Qp/Zp) as G will be either pro-p or p-primary. If
O is the ring of integers of a finite extension Q of Qp and G is an O-module, we endow G∨ with
the O-module structure by setting a · ϕ(g) = ϕ(a · g), a ∈ O, ϕ ∈ G∨, g ∈ G. As O-modules, G is
cofinitely generated if and only if G∨ is finitely generated, and denote corankO(G) := rankO(G
∨).
If G is a Zp-module, write OG for O ⊗Zp G. Then we can identify (OG)
∨ with OG∨ by
introducing a non-degenerate pairing [ , ] : OG × OG∨ −→ Qp/Zp as follow. First choose a
generator δ ∈ O of the different of the filed extension Q/Qp and set Tr
∗(x) = TrQ/Qp(δ
−1 · x) for
x ∈ Q. If a ∈ Q/O is the residue class of some y ∈ Q modulo O, let T∗(a) ∈ Qp/Zp denote the
residue class of Tr∗(y) modulo Zp. Then Q : O ×Q/O −→ Qp/Zp given by Q(x, a) := T
∗(xa) is a
non-degenerate pairing. Let < , >: OG×OG∨ −→ Q/O be the O-pairing given by < g, φ >= φ(g),
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for g ∈ G, φ ∈ G∨. Then define [α, β] = T∗(< α, β >). Let e1, ..., em be a Zp-basis of O. If
β =
∑
i ei ⊗ φi, φi ∈ G
∨, satisfies [OG, β] = 0, then for all x ∈ O, g ∈ G,
0 = [x⊗ g, β] = T∗(x ·
∑
i
ei⊗ < g, φi >) = Q(x,
∑
i
ei⊗ < g, φi >).
Since Q is non-degenerate,
∑
i ei⊗ < g, φi >= 0, and hence < g, φi >= 0 for all g. Consequently,
φi = 0 for every i, whence β = 0. Similarly, if α ∈ OG satisfies [α,OG∨] = 0, then α = 0.
If G is a Γ-module, let Γ acts on G∨ by γϕ(g) := ϕ(γ
−1
g). The identification (OG)∨ = OG∨
depends on the choice of δ. However, it alters neither the O-module structure nor the Γ-module
structure (if exists) on (OG)∨.
Let µpm denote the p
mth root of unity and write µp∞ =
⋃
m µpm regarded as a discrete subgroup
of Q
×
p . Let Γ̂ denote the group of all continuous characters from Γ to µp∞ and let Gal(Qp/Qp)
act on it via the action on µp∞ . Thus, Γ̂ = Γ
∨ as topological groups, while Gal(Qp/Qp) acts non-
trivially on Γ̂ but trivially on Γ∨. If ω ∈ Γ̂ with the image Im(ω) = µpm , write Oω = Zp[µpm ] ⊂ Qp.
If O contains Oω and G is an O-module with a continuous action of Γ, write (for the ω-eigenspace)
G(ω) := {g ∈ G | γg = ω(γ) · g}.
For a finitely generated Λ(Γ)-module W , let χΛ(Γ)(W ) denote its characteristic ideal (see §2.1).
Denote Γ′ = Gal(L′/K), Λ(Γ′) = Zp[[Γ′]]. Our result also covers the d = 1 case in which Γ′ = 0,
Λ(Γ′) = Zp, and we define χΛ(Γ′)(W ) = χZp(W ), the usual characteristic ideal of Zp-module.
Let A[pm] denote the kernel of the multiplication by pm on A viewed as a sheaf on the flat
topology of K and denote A[p∞] =
⋃
mA[p
m]. In particular, A[p∞](K) = A(K)p. Let A
t denote
the dual abelian variety.
su:localcondition
1.2. A local condition. It is well known that if K is a number field, then the following question
has an affirmative answer (see below).
Is XL finitely generated over Λ(Γ)?
In general, the answer could be obtained via the following local criterion.
p:iwasawa Proposition 1.2.1. The Iwasawa module XL is finitely generated over Λ(Γ) if and only if at each
place v ∈ S, the local cohomology group H1(Γv, A(Lv)) is cofinitely generated over Zp.
The proof, based on results in [Tan10], is given in §3.5. The condition of the proposition holds
if K is a number field (Corollary 2.4.2), or if at every ramified place, A has either good ordinary
reduction or split-multiplicative reduction [Tan10, Theorem 5]. However, if char.(K) = p and the
reduction of A at a place v ∈ S is an abelian variety without non-trivial p-torsion points, then the
condition fails to hold (Theorem 3.6.1).
su:desda
1.3. The specialization data. For the rest of this paper except §3.6, we shall assume that
every v ∈ S is either good ordinary or split-multiplicative, and hence XL is finitely generated
over Λ(Γ). Also, for simplicity, we assume that char.(K) = p, if K is not a number field. Write
ΘL = χΛ(Γ)(XL). Extend the canonical map Γ −→ Γ
′ to the continuous Zp-algebra homomorphism
(the specialization map) pL/L′ : Λ(Γ) −→ Λ(Γ
′). Then the following question arises:
What is the relation between pL/L′(ΘL) and ΘL′?
To illustrate our answer, some simplification and notation are in order. First, by choosing a
sequence L′ ⊂ L′′ ⊂ · · · ⊂ L(i) ⊂ · · · ⊂ L(d−e) ⊂ L with each Gal(L(i)/K) ≃ Ze−1+ip , we can
write pL/L′ = pL′′/L′ ◦ · · · ◦ pL(i+1)/L(i) ◦ · · · ◦ pL/L(d−e) , and hence answer the question for pL/L′
by answering that for every pL(i+1)/L(i) . Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that
e = d−1. We shall make such assumption and then fix a topological generator ψ of Ψ := Gal(L/L′).
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1.3.1. The global factor. Let K ′/K be a Zp-extension and let σ be a topological generator of the
Galois group. If ǫ1, ..., ǫl are eigenvalues, counted with multiplicities, of the action of σ on the Tate
module TpA[p
∞](K ′). Then the product
∏l
j=1(1 − ǫ
−1
j σ) ⊂ Zp[[Gal(K
′/K)]] is nothing but the
characteristic ideal of TpA[p
∞](K ′) over Zp[[Gal(K ′/K)]], and in particular, the ideal
wK′/K :=
l∏
j=1
(1− ǫ−1j σ)(1 − ǫ
−1
j σ
−1)
is independent of the choice of σ (See Proposition 2.3.5). If K ′/K is a Zep-extension with e ≥ 2,
set wK′/K = (1).
d:glfactor Definition 1.3.1. Define the Λ(Γ′)-ideal
̺L/L′ =
{
wL′/K if d ≥ 2;
|A[p∞](K)|2
|A[p∞](K)
⋂
A[p∞](L)div|2
if d = 1.
1.3.2. Local factors at unramified places.
d:badunram Definition 1.3.2. For each v, let Πv denote the group of the connected components of the closed
fiber (over Fv) of the Ne´ron model of A/Kv and let πv denote the Zp-ideal (|Π
Gal(Fv/Fv)
v |).
1.3.3. Local factors at good ordinary places. Suppose that A has good ordinary reduction A¯ at
v. Then eigenvalues of the Frobenius endomorphism Fv : A¯ −→ A¯ over Fv are, counted with
multiplicities,
α1, ..., αg, qv/α1, ..., qv/αg,
where α1, ..., αg are eigenvalues of the (twist) matrix u of the action on the Tate module of A¯[p
∞]
by the Frobenius substitution Frobv ∈ Gal(Fv/Fv) ([Maz72, Corollary 4.37]).
d:goodord Definition 1.3.3. Suppose A has good ordinary reduction A¯ at v and L′/K is unramified at v
with the Frobenius element [v]L′/K ∈ Γ
′. Define
fL′,v :=
g∏
i=1
(1− α−1i · [v]L′/K)×
g∏
i=1
(1− α−1i · [v]
−1
L′/K) ⊂ Λ(Γ
′).
1.3.4. Local factors at split multiplicative places. Suppose A has split multiplicative reduction at
v. This means there is a rank g lattice Ωv ≃ Z×· · ·×Z sitting inside the torus T = (K×v )
g so that
T/Ωv is isomorphic to the rigid analytic space associated to A (see [Ger72]). In particular,
e:desplit (1) A(Kv) ≃ (K
×
v )
g/Ωv.
Consider the composition Ωv −→ (K×v )
g R
g
v−→ (Γv)g where Rv : K×v −→ Γv is the local reciprocity
map, and extend it Zp-linearly to
e:mcrv (2) Rv : Zp ⊗Z Ωv // (Γv)g.
d:splitmul Definition 1.3.4. Define wv = χZp(coker[Rv]).
su:maint
1.4. The main theorem. Here is our main theorem. Recall that Ψ = Gal(L/L′).
t:compatible Theorem 1. Suppose d ≥ 1 and assume the above notation. Then we have
ΘL′ · ϑL/L′ = ̺L/L′ · pL/L′(ΘL),
where ϑL/L′ :=
∏
v ϑv with each ϑv an ideal of Λ(Γ
′) defined by the following conditions:
(a) Suppose v 6∈ S. If Ψv 6= 0, then ϑv = πv; otherwise, ϑv = (1).
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(b) Suppose v ∈ S and A has good ordinary reduction at v. If v is unramified over L′/K, then
ϑv = fL′,v; otherwise ϑv = (1).
(c) Suppose v ∈ S and A has split-multiplicative reduction at v. Then
ϑv =

Λ(Γ′) ·wv, if Γ′v = 0;
(σ − 1)g, if Ψv ≃ Zp and Γ′v is topologically generated by σ;
(1), otherwise.
The proof will be completed in §5.2. The tools, local and global, for the proof will be established
in §2, §3, and §4. See §1.5 for the application of the theorem to the Iwasawa Main Conjecture.
Here is an immediate application.
t:otr09 Theorem 2. Suppose char.(K) = p and L contains the constant Zp-extension of K. Then XL is
torsion over Λ(Γ).
See [MaRu07] for examples of non-torsion XL in the number field case, while examples in
characteristic p can be found in [LLTT13, Appendix].
Proof. Let Fq denote the constant field ofK and let L0 = KFqp∞ be the constant Zp-extension over
K with Γ0 = Gal(L0/K) topologically generated by the Frobenius substitution Frobq : x 7→ xq.
The theorem is already proved in [OTr09] for the L = L0 case. This means ΘL0 6= 0. By repeatedly
applying Theorem 1 (d− 1 times), we deduce
pL/L0(ΘL) · wL0/K = ΘL0 ·
∏
v
ϑv.
Since Γ0v 6= 0, for all v, the factor ϑv equals one of (1), (Frob
deg(v)−1)g, or fL0,v. In particular,
ϑv 6= 0, for all v. Therefore, pL/L0(ΘL) 6= 0, and hence ΘL 6= 0. 
su:imc
1.5. The Iwasawa main conjecture. Possibly, Theorem 1 could be useful for determining an
explicit generator of χΛ(Γ)(XL). Assume that an explicitly given element θ
′
L ∈ Λ(Γ) is already
known to be a generator of the characteristic ideal of a submodule X ′L of XL, and we want to see
if actually
e:actually (3) ΘL = (θ
′
L).
In addition, assume that there exists an intermediate Zep-extension L0 of L/K such that ΘL0, the
characteristic ideal of XL0 over Λ(Gal(L0/K)), is explicitly given. Then by applying Theorem 1,
we can obtain an explicit expression of pL/L0(ΘL) in terms of ΘL0 and other factors. Thus, by
checking the explicit expressions, we would be able to determine if
e:able (4) pL/L0(ΘL) = (pL/L0(θ
′
L)).
The point is that Equations (3) and (4) are indeed equivalent. To see this, we only need to write
ΘL = (θ
′
L · θ
′′), for some θ′′ ∈ Λ(Γ)
and observe that θ′′ is a unit of Λ(Γ) if and only if its image pL/L0(θ
′′) is a unit of Λ(Gal(L0/K)).
In the function field case, L0 could be taken to be the constant Zp-extension, since an explicit
expression of ΘL0 is already given in [LLTT13] (for semi-stable A). We can also apply the theorem
in the reverse direction: if (3) is already known then we can use the theorem together with (4)
to determine an explicit expression of ΘL0 . In [LLTT13] this method is used in the case where
char.(K) = p and A is a constant ordinary abelian variety.
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su:zero
1.6. The zero set of ΘL and the structure of X
0
L. Our theory is useful for determining the
Λ(Γ)-modules structures of
YL := (lim−→
F
Selp∞(A/F )div)
∨,
ZL := (lim−→
F
(Qp/Zp)⊗A(F ))
∨,
and
X0L := (
⋃
F
(Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ) )div )
∨
as well. In general, we have the surjections X0L
// // YL // // ZL due to the maps
(Qp/Zp)⊗A(F )
  // Selp∞(A/F )div
resF
// (Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ))div .
The above inclusion is from the Kummer exact sequence, it is an isomorphism if the p-primary
part of the Tate-Shafarevich group of A over F is finite. Thus, if this holds for all F then ZL = YL.
In contrast, by the control theorem (see e.g. [Tan10, Theorem 4]) if L/K only ramifies at good
ordinary places then the restriction map resF is surjective for every F , and hence YL = X
0
L.
1.6.1. The zero set. The structures of X0L, YL and ZL are related to the zero set of ΘL. For
θ ∈ Λ(Γ) define the zero set
∆θ := {ω ∈ Γ̂ | pω(θ) = 0},
where pω : OωΛ(Γ) −→ Oω is the Oω-algebra homomorphism extending ω : Γ −→ O×ω . Note
that for each ω ∈ Γ̂, the eigenspace (Oω Selp∞(A/L))(ω) is cofinitely generated over Oω as it is the
Pontryagin dual of the finitely generated Oω-module OXL/ ker [pω ] ·XL.
d:rs Definition 1.6.1. For each ω ∈ Γ̂, denote s(ω) := corankOω (Oω Selp∞(A/L))
(ω).
We have the inclusions
((Oω Selp∞(A/L))
(ω))div ⊂ ((Oω Selp∞(A/L)
ker[ω])div)
(ω) ⊂ (Oω
⋃
F
(Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ) )div)
(ω),
where the left term is just the p-divisible part of the term. Hence,
e:news (5) s(ω) = corankOω (Oω
⋃
F
(Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ) )div)
(ω).
t:root Theorem 3. A character ω ∈ Γ̂ is contained in △ΘL if and only if s(ω) > 0.
This theorem is proved in §5.3. Let θ ∈ Λ(Γ) be an element vanishing on ∆ΘL . By this, we
mean that pω(θ) = 0 for every ω ∈ ∆ΘL . Since the OωΛ(Γ)-structure of (Oω Selp∞(A/L))
(ω) factors
through OωΛ(Γ)
pω
// Oω , we must have θ·(Oω Selp∞(A/L))(ω) = pω(θ)·(Oω Selp∞(A/L))(ω) = 0
for every ω ∈ ∆ΘL . On the other hand, Theorem 3 says if ω 6∈ ∆ΘL then (Oω Selp∞(A/L))
(ω) is
finite. Thus, θ · (Oω Selp∞(A/L))(ω) is always finite for all ω ∈ Γ̂.
For each finite intermediate extension F of L/K, denote Γ(F ) := Gal(F/K) and choose O so
that it contains Oω for every ω ∈ Γ̂(F ) := Hom(Γ(F ), µp∞) regard as a finite subgroup of Γ̂.
Consider the elements eω :=
∑
γ∈Γ(F ) ω(g)
−1 · g ∈ O[Γ(F )], ω ∈ Γ̂(F ), which are |Γ(F )|-multiples
of idempotents. Multiplying any finite O[Γ(F )]-module W by eω’s, we can form a homomorphism⊕
ω∈Γ̂(F )
W (ω) −→W
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of finite kernel and cokernel. In particular, by taking W = ((O Selp∞(A/L))Gal(L/F ))∨ and by the
duality, we have a homomorphism
e:amorphism (6) O Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ) −→
⊕
ω∈Γ̂(F )
(O Selp∞(A/L))
(ω)
of finite kernel and cokernel. Then by multiplying both sides of (6) by θ we see that
e:thetazero (7) θ · (Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ))div = 0
as the left-hand side of the equality is finite and p-divisible. By [Grn03, Proposition 3.3] (see
[Tan10, Corollary 3.2.4] and the discussion in §3.3 of the paper for the characteristic p case), if
resL/F : H
1(F,A[p∞]) −→ H1(L,A[p∞])Gal(L/F )
denote the restriction map, then
e:kerreslf (8) | ker
[
resL/F
]
| <∞,
and
e:cokerreslf (9) | coker
[
resL/F
]
| <∞.
Then (7) and (8) imply θ · Selp∞(A/F )div = 0 as it is also finite and p-divisible. We have proved:
c:vanishingtheta Corollary 1.6.2. If θ ∈ Λ(Γ) vanishes on ∆ΘL , then θ annihilates (Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ))div,
Selp∞(A/F )div and (Qp/Zp)⊗A(F ), for all F . Hence θ ·X0L = θ · YL = θ · ZL = 0.
1.6.2. A theorem of Monsky. Now we recall a theorem of Monsky ([Mon81, Lemma 1.5 and The-
orem 2.6]). A subset T ⊂ Γ̂ is called a Zp-flat of codimension k > 0, if there exist γ1, ..., γk ∈ Γ
expandable to a Zp-basis of Γ and ζ1, ..., ζk ∈ µp∞ so that
T = Tγ1,...,γk;ζ1,...,ζk := {ω ∈ Γ̂ | ω(γi) = ζi, i = 1, ..., k}.
Theorem 4. (Monsky) If θ ∈ Λ(Γ) is non-zero, then ∆θ 6= Γ̂ and is a finite union of Zp-flats.
Note that for a given θ ∈ Λ(Γ), if T ⊂ ∆θ then σT ⊂ ∆θ for all σ ∈ Gal(Qp/Qp), as ∆θ is
invariant under the action of the Galois group. Also, if Tγ,ζ ⊂ ∆θ with ζ ∈ O then γ − ζ divides
θ in OΛ(Γ), and vice versa (see [LLTT13, Lemma 3.3.3] and its proof). In this case, γ − σζ also
divides θ.
d:simple Definition 1.6.3. An element f ∈ Λ(Γ) is simple, if there exist γ ∈ Γ− Γp and ζ ∈ µp∞ so that
f = fγ,ζ :=
∏
σ∈Gal(Qp(ζ)/Qp)
(γ − σζ).
If ζ is of order pn+1 and ti = γi − 1, i = 1, ..., d, where γ1, ..., γd is a Zp-basis of Γ, then
fγ1,ζ is nothing but the polynomial
∑p−1
i=0 (t1 + 1)
ipn that is irreducible in Zp[t1]. Hence, a simple
element is irreducible in Λ(Γ) = Zp[[t1, ..., td]]. Obviously, ∆fγ,ζ =
⋃
σ
σTγ,ζ. In particular, two
simple elements f and g divide each other if and only if ∆f = ∆g. On the other hand, if T =
Tγ1,...,γk;ζ1,...,ζk , k ≥ 2, then we can find two relatively prime simple elements both vanishing on T ,
for example, fγ1,ζ1 and fγ2,ζ2 .
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1.6.3. The structure of X0L. If W is a torsion Λ(Γ)-module then θ := χΛ(Γ)(W ) 6= 0 and there
exists an pseudo-isomorphism
e:Msim (10) ι : (Λ(Γ)/(f b11 ))
a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Λ(Γ)/(f bll ))
al ⊕
m⊕
j=1
Λ(Γ)/(ξi) −→W.
where a1, ..., al, b1, ..., bl are positive integers, f1, ..., fl are all the relatively prime simple factors of
θ, and ξ1, ..., ξm ∈ Λ(Γ) are not divided by any simple element (l = 0 or m = 0 is allowed). The
product φ = f1 · · · · · fl vanishes on every codimension one Zp-flat of ∆θ. By the above argument,
we can find two products ε = g1 · · · · · gm and ε′ = g′1 · · · · · g
′
m′ , relatively prime to φ and to each
other, of simple elements so that both ε and ε′ vanish on every Zp-flat of ∆θ of codimension grater
than 1. Then both φε and φε′ vanish on ∆θ. Note that ι is actually injective as its domain of
definition contains no non-trivial pseudo-null submodule (see §2.1).
If XL is torsion then by taking W = XL in (10) we obtain the exact sequence
e:xlsim (11) 0 //
⊕l
i=1(Λ(Γ)/(f
bi
i ))
ai ⊕
⊕m
j=1 Λ(Γ)/(ξi)
// XL // N // 0 ,
for some pseudo-null N . Let φε and φε′ be as above. Let ∼ denote pseudo-isomorphism.
t:x0 Theorem 5. Suppose XL is torsion over Λ(Γ) and assume the above notation. Then both φε
and φε′ annihilate X0L, YL, ZL and (Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ))div, Selp∞(A/F )div, (Qp/Zp)⊗A(F ) for
all finite intermediate extension F of L/K. Moreover, X0L is pseudo isomorphic to XL/φ · XL.
Namely, if a1, ..., al are as in (11), then
X0L ∼ (Λ(Γ)/(f1))
a1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Λ(Γ)/(fl))
al .
Proof. The first assertion follows from Corollary 1.6.2. Consequently, φ ·X0L is pseudo-null, being
annihilated by relatively prime ε and ε′. Thus, X0L ∼ X
0
L/φ ·X
0
L. By taking W = X
0
L in (10) we
obtain the exact sequence
0 //
⊕l
i=1(Λ(Γ)/(fi))
ci ι // X0L
// M // 0 ,
for some non-negative integers c1, ..., cl and some pseudo-nullM . By comparing this exact sequence
with (11) using the fact that Λ(Γ)/(φ, ξi) is pseudo-null, we see that XL/φXL ∼ X0L if and only if
ci = ai for each i. We shall only show c1 = a1, as the rest can be proved in a similar way.
First choose a ξ ∈ Λ(Γ) that annihilates M and is relatively prime to φ. Let Eω denote the field
OωQp and via Λ(Γ)
pω
// Oω ⊂ Eω we consider the map ιω := Eω ⊗Λ(Γ) ι for an
ω ∈ ∆f1 − (∆f2 ∪ · · · ∪∆fl ∪∆ξ ∪∆ξ1 ∪ · · · ∪∆ξm).
Now the Eω-vector space Eω⊗Λ(Γ)M = 0 as it is annihilated by pω(ξ) 6= 0. Similarly, as pω(fi) 6= 0
for i ≥ 2, Eω ⊗Λ(Γ) Λ(Γ)/(fi) = 0 . On the other hand, as pω(f1) = 0, Eω ⊗Λ(Γ) Λ(Γ)/(f1) = Eω.
Also, ker[ιω ] = 0 as it is annihilated by pω(ξ). Therefore, ιω is an isomorphism between E
c1
ω and
Eω ⊗Λ(Γ) X
0
L. Hence
rankOω Oω ⊗Λ(Γ) X
0
L = dimEω Eω ⊗Λ(Γ) X
0
L = c1.
Then we deduce s(ω−1) = c1 by using (5) together with the fact that
(Oω
⋃
F
(Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/F ) )div)
(ω−1) = (OωX
0
L/ ker[pω ]X
0
L)
∨ ≃ (Oω ⊗Λ(Γ) X
0
L)
∨.
Similarly, by tensoring the exact sequence (11) with Eω, we get a1 = s(ω
−1), whence a1 = c1. 
By Theorem 5 there are non-negative integers a′1, ..., a
′
l, a
′′
1 , ..., a
′′
l with a
′′
i ≤ a
′
i ≤ ai, so that
YL ∼ (Λ(Γ)/(f1))
a′1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Λ(Γ)/(fl))
a′l and ZL ∼ (Λ(Γ)/(f1))
a′′1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (Λ(Γ)/(fl))
a′′l .
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su:algfun
1.7. Algebraic functional equations. Let ♯ : Λ(Γ) −→ Λ(Γ), x 7→ x♯, denote the Zp-algebra
isomorphism induced by the involution γ 7→ γ−1, γ ∈ Γ. For each Λ(Γ)-module W , let W ♯
denote the Λ(Γ)-module with the same underlying abelian group as W , while Λ(Γ) acting via the
isomorphism ♯. For a simple element f we have (Λ(Γ)/(f))♯ = Λ(Γ)/(f). Thus, if XL is torsion,
the we have the functional equations X0L
♯
∼ X0L, YL
♯ ∼ YL and Z
♯
L ∼ ZL as well. Taking the
projective limit over F of the dual of
0 // Selp∞(A/F )div // Selp∞(A/F ) //X(A/F )p/X(A/F )div // 0,
where X(A/F ) denote the Shafarevich-Tate group, we obtain the exact sequence
0 // aL // XL // YL // 0,
where
aL := lim←−
F
(X(A/F )p/X(A/F )div)
∨.
Then by using the Cassels-Tate pairing on each X(A/F )p ×X(At/F )p, one can actually prove
the pseudo-isomorphisms a♯L ∼ aL and X
♯
L ∼ XL. The proof is given in [LLTT13], in which the
content of Theorem 5 actually plays a key role.
1.7.1. aL is torsion. The following is proved in [LLTT13] by using Theorem 3, while if every v ∈ S
is a good ordinary place, then it can be proved by the control theorem.
t:a1 Theorem 6. The module aL is finitely generated and torsion over Λ(Γ).
su:when
1.8. When is XM torsion? For convenience, call an intermediate extension M of L/K simple,
if Gal(M/K) ≃ Zcp, for some c. For such M , by repeatedly applying Theorem 1, we deduce
e:d-c (12) pL/M (ΘL) · ̺ = ΘM · ϑ,
where ̺ 6= 0 and ϑ is a product of local factors obtained from those ϑv’s in Theorem 1. It is easy
to see that ϑ 6= 0 unless M is fixed by the decomposition subgroup Γv of some split-multiplicative
place v ∈ S. Thus, the following theorem is proved by taking
T = {LΓv | v ∈ S is a split-multiplicative place}.
t:nontor Theorem 7. Suppose XL is non-torsion. If L/K only ramifies at good ordinary places, then XM
is non-torsion, for every simple intermediate extension M . In general, there is a finite set T
consisting of proper simple intermediate extensions of L/K, such that XM is non-torsion unless
M ⊂Mj for some Mj ∈ T.
By (12), if ΘM = 0, then pL/M (ΘL) = 0. Put TM := {ω ∈ Γ̂ | ω(γ) = 1, for all γ ∈
Gal(L/M)}, the Zp-flat of codimension d− c determined by M . Then pL/M (ΘL) = 0 if and only
if TM ⊂ ∆ΘL , or equivalently, TM ⊂ Tj for some j if ∆ΘL =
⋃ν
j=1 Tj . Let Mj be the maximal
simple intermediate extension of L/K, so that TMj ⊂ Tj . Then the following theorem is proved
by setting
T = {Mj | j = 1, ..., ν}.
Theorem 8. Suppose XL is torsion. Then there is a finite set T consisting of proper simple
intermediate extensions of L/K, such that for each simple intermediate extension M outside T,
XM is torsion.
Hence, if d = 2 and XL is non-torsion (resp. torsion), then XM is non-torsion (resp. torsion)
for almost all intermediate Zp-extensions M .
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su:mw
1.9. The growth of sn. Let Kn denote the nth layer of L/K and write In for the kernel of
Λ(Γ) // // Zp[Γ(Kn)] . Then Selp∞(A/L)Gal(L/Kn) is the Pontryagin dual of XL/InXL, whence
cofinitely generated over Zp. Let sn denote its corank. Theorem 9 below gives an asymptotic
formula of sn. The following lemma as well as its proof is by I. Longhi. Denote En = Qp(µpn),
En = pn(d−2), for d ≥ 2; En = 1, for d = 1. Let J be an ideal of Λ(Γ).
Lemma 1.9.1. (Longhi) If J = (fmγ,ζ) for some positive integer m and δζ := [Qp(ζ) : Qp] thenl:longhi
e:assytoticf (13) rankZp Λ/(In + J) = δζ · p
n(d−1) for n≫ 0 .
If J = (f), f not divided by any simple element, or (f, g) ⊂ J , for some relatively prime f , g, then
e:assytoticfg (14) rankZp Λ/(In + J) = O(En).
Proof. Write Γn = Γ(Kn) and Vn := En ⊗Zp (Λ/In). Then
rankZp Λ/(In + J) = dimEn En ⊗Zp
(
Λ/(In + J)
)
= dimEn(Vn/JVn) .
One has a decomposition of En-vector spaces
Vn = ⊕ω∈Γ̂nV
(ω)
n .
Moreover dimEn V
(ω)
n = 1 because Vn ≃ En[Γn] is the regular representation. Obviously
JV (ω)n =
{
0 if pω(J) = 0
V
(ω)
n if pω(J) 6= 0 .
Denote ∆J = {ω ∈ Γ̂ | pω(J) = 0}. Then
dimEn(Vn/JVn) = |{ω ∈ Γ̂n : pω(J) = 0}| = |∆J ∩ Γ̂n| = |∆J [p
n]|
(the last equality comes from Γ̂n = Γ̂[p
n]). Here G[pn] denotes the pn torsion subgroup of G.
Monsky’s theorem yields ∆J =
⋃
Tj, where the Tj ’s are Zp-flats. Besides, by [Mon81, Lemma 1.6],
|Tj [p
n]| = pn(d−kj) for n≫ 0,
where kj denotes the codimension of Tj. If J = (f
m
γ,ζ), then every Ti is of codimension 1. Hence
dimEn(Vn/(f
m
γ,ζ)Vn) = |∆(fmγ,ζ)[p
n]| = δζ · p
n(d−1) for n≫ 0 .
To show the second assertion we observe that every Ti should be of codimension greater than 1,
because if some Tj = Tγ;ζ, then ∆fγ,ζ ⊂ ∆J , whence fγ,ζ divides all elements of J . Thus,
dimEn(Vn/JVn) = |∆J [p
n]| = O(En).

t:mw Theorem 9. There exists a non-negative integer κ1 such that
(15) sn = κ1p
nd +O(pn(d−1)).
XL is torsion if and only if κ1 = 0, in this case there exists a non-negative integer κ2 such that
e:kappa2 (16) sn = κ2p
n(d−1) +O(En).
X0L is pseudo-null if and only if sn = O(En).
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Proof. Suppose W is a finitely generated Λ(Γ)-module. Then (10) gives rise to the exact sequence
0 //
⊕l
i=1(Λ(Γ)/(f
bi
i ))
a1 ⊕
⊕m
j=1 Λ(Γ)/(ξi)
ι
// W // M // 0
for some pseudo-null M . Then we tensor the exact sequence with En ⊗Zp Λ(Γ)/In. Since M is
annihilated by some relatively prime f and g, bothM/InM and TorΛ(Γ)(Λ(Γ)/In,M) are quotients
of some direct sums of finite copies of Vn/(f, g)Vn. Hence, formulae (13) and (14) imply
e:assytoticw (17) rankZp W/InW = dimEn En ⊗Zp W/InW =
∑
i
δip
n(d−1) +O(En),
where δi = δζi if fi = fγi,ζi . If XL is torsion, then we take W = XL to prove (16). In this case,
X0L is pseudo-null if and only if l = 0 (see Theorem 5) which means
∑
i δi = 0.
Suppose XL is non-torsion. Then ∆ΘL = Γ̂, whence by Theorem 3, s(ω) > 0 for all ω. Since
(6) is of finite kernel and cokernel, we have
rankZp X
0
L/InX
0
L = corankZp(Selp∞(A/L)
Gal(L/Kn))div ≥ p
nd.
By (17), X0L is non-torsion, and hence not pseudo-null. Let x1, ..., xκ1 ∈ XL form a basis of the
vector space generated by XL over the field of fractions of Λ(Γ). Then we have an exact sequence
0 //
∑
i Λ(Γ) · xi
// XL // W // 0,
where W is a torsion Λ(Γ)-module. Then we tensor the exact sequence with En ⊗Zp Λ(Γ)/In. 
Remark 1.9.2. By a similar argument, one can prove that: (1) There exists a finite number of
Zp-flats T1, ..., Tl so that s(ω) = κ1 for each ω 6∈
⋃
i Ti. (2) If XL is torsion, then for each Zp-flat
T ⊂ ∆ΘL , there is a finite number of proper Zp-flats T
′
1, ..., T
′
ν ⊂ T so that s(ω) is a constant for
each ω ∈ T −
⋃
i T
′
i . (3) There is a bound of s(ω) for all ω ∈ Γ̂.
Also, Theorem 9 generalizes [MaRu03, Proposition 1.1], as we have sn = rankA(Kn) if L/K
only ramifies at good ordinary places and X(A/Kn)p is finite.
2. preliminary
s:pre
In this section, we assume that Γ ≃ Zdp, with d ≥ 0, except in Lemma 2.1.1 and Lemma
2.3.1, where we assume d ≥ 1. If d = 0, we set Λ(Γ) = Zp; otherwise, Gal(L/L′) = Ψ ≃ Zp is
topologically generated by ψ. Let F denote a finite intermediate extension of L/K.
su:char
2.1. The characteristic ideal. Let W be a finitely generated Λ(Γ)-module. Recall that W is
pseudo-null if and only if there are relatively prime elements f1, ..., fn, n ≥ 2, in Λ(Γ) so that
fi ·W = 0 for every i. If W is non-torsion over Λ(Γ), then
χΛ(Γ)(W ) = 0.
If W is torsion, then there exist irreducible ξ1, ..., ξm ∈ Λ(Γ), and a pseudo-isomorphism
φ :
⊕m
i=1 Λ(Γ)/ξ
ri
i Λ(Γ)
// W,
[Bou72, §4.4, Theorem 5]. In this case, the characteristic ideal is
χΛ(Γ)(W ) =
m∏
k=1
(ξi)
ri 6= 0.
Denote
[W ] =
m⊕
i=1
Λ(Γ)/ξrii Λ(Γ).
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Since each non-zero element in [W ] cannot be simultaneously annihilated by relatively primes ele-
ments in Λ(Γ), there is no non-trivial pseudo-null submodule of [W ], and hence φ is an embedding.
We shall fix a exact sequence (with N pseudo-null):
e:pseu (18) 0 // [W ] // W // N // 0.
l:coco Lemma 2.1.1. Suppose M is a Λ(Γ)-module and Γ0 is a closed subgroup of Γ such that the
composition Γ0
  // Γ // // Γ′ is an isomorphism. IfM considered as a Λ(Γ0)-module is finitely
generated and torsion, then
χΛ(Γ′)(M
Ψ) = χΛ(Γ′)(M/(ψ − 1)M).
Proof. It follows from the exact sequence of Λ(Γ0)-modules:
0 // MΨ // M
ψ−1
// M // M/(ψ − 1)M // 0.

su:hs
2.2. The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence. In this subsection, let K be any field. Let S
be a sheaf of abelian groups on the flat topology of K and let F/K be a finite Galois extension
with G = Gal(F/K). Then there is the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
e:spect (19) Ep,q2 = H
p(G,Hq(F ,S)) =⇒ Hp+q(K,S),
and in particular (see [Mil80, p.105]), the exact sequence
e:infres (20) 0 // H1(G,S(F))
inf1F/K
// H1(K,S)
res1
F/K
// H1(F ,S)G
d0,1
F
ss❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣
H2(G,S(F))
inf2F/K
// ker
[
res2F/K
]
// H1(G,H1(F ,S))
d1,1
F
// H3(G,S(F)),
where for each i, inf iF/K : H
i(G,S(F)) −→ Hi(K,S) and resiF/K : H
i(K,S) −→ Hi(F ,S) denote
the inflation and the restriction maps.
l:spc Lemma 2.2.1. Suppose K ⊂ E ⊂ F and E/K is Galois with Gal(F/E) = H. Then we have
commutative diagrams:
e:spcoh1 (21) H1(K,S)
res1E/K
// H1(E ,S)G/H
d0,1
E
//
res0,1
F/E

H2(G/H,S(E))
inf2F/E

H1(K,S)
res1
F/K
// H1(F ,S)G
d0,1
F
// H2(G,S(F)),
and
e:spcoh3 (22) ker
[
res2E/K
]
//

H1(G/H,H1(E ,S))
d1,1
E
//
res1,1
F/E

H3(G/H,S(E))
inf3
F/E

ker
[
res2F/K
]
// H1(G,H1(F ,S))
d1,1
F
// // H3(G,S(F)),
where
resi,jF/E : H
i(G/H,Hj(E ,S)) −→ Hi(G,Hj(F ,S))
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is induced by the restriction map Hj(E ,S) −→ Hj(F ,S) that respects the actions of G/H (on the
left-hand side ) and G (on the right-hand side ).
Proof. Recall that if the complex C is an injective resolution of S (in the category of sheaves on the
flat site of SpecK) and the bi-complex I is a fully injective (Cartan-Eilenberg) resolution of C(F)
(in the category of G-modules), then the spectral sequence (19) is obtained from the bi-complex
IG (with (IG)pq = (Ipq)G, the part of Ipq fixed by G). Let the bi-complex J be a fully injective
resolution of C(E) (in the category of G/H-modules) that gives rise to the spectral sequence
Ep,q2 = H
p(G/H,Hq(E ,S)) =⇒ Hp+q(K,S).
Since an injective G/H-module is also injective as G-module, we have a G-morphism J −→ I. The
commutative diagrams are obtained from the induced morphism JG/H −→ IG. 
We are mostly interested in the case where G is cyclic. Denote g = |G|, h = |H |. We fix a
generator of G and choose its H-coset as a generator of G/H . Then we have the commutative
diagram (see [Ser79, VIII.4]):
H2(G/H,Z)
inf2

Hom(G/H,Q/Z) Z/ ghZ

H2(G,Z) Hom(G,Q/Z) Z/gZ,
where the right down-arrow is induced by the homomorphism Z −→ Z, 1 7→ h. Let δG ∈ H
2(G,Z)
be the class corresponding to 1 (mod gZ) in the above diagram. Then we have the induced
commutative diagram:
e:inf2 (23) S(K)/NG/H(S(E))

Ĥ
0
(G/H,S(E)) // H2(G/H,S(E))
inf2F/E

S(K)/NG(S(F)) Ĥ
0
(G,S(F)) // H2(G,S(F)),
where the upper and lower right-arrows are, respectively, cup-product with δG/H and δG, and the
left down-arrow is induced by the multiplication by h on S(K). Similarly, we have the commutative
diagram
e:inf3 (24) H1(G/H,S(E)) //

H3(G/H,S(E))
inf3F/E

H1(G,S(F)) // H3(G,S(F)),
where the left down-arrow is the h multiple of inf1F/E .
su:torsion
2.3. Cohomology groups of A[p∞]. In this section let D be a discrete p-primary abelian group
cofinitely generated over Zp.
2.3.1. Assume that Γ acts continuously on D.
l:cofito Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose DΓ is finite. Write C1 = H
1(Ψ, D), C2 = D
Ψ. Then C∨1 is finitely
generated over Zp and
χΛ(Γ′)(C1
∨) =
{
χΛ(Γ′)(C2
∨), if d ≥ 2;
χΛ(Γ′)(C2/C2 ∩Ddiv), if d = 1.
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Proof. Denote Ψ(n) = Ψp
n
and Ψn = Ψ/Ψ
(n). Every x ∈ D is fixed by Ψ(n), for some n. If x
is of order pm, then, for l ≥ n + m, the norm NΨl(x) = 0, and hence x determines a class in
H1(Ψl, D
Ψ(l)). Therefore, C1 = D/(ψ − 1)D and consequently, C
∨
1 = (D
∨)Ψ. On the other hand,
C∨2 = D
∨/(ψ − 1)D∨. If d ≥ 2, then the lemma follows from Lemma 2.1.1, as D∨, being finitely
generated over Zp, is torsion over Λ(Γ0) for any choice of Γ0. If d = 1, then Ψ = Γ and DΨ is
finite. It follows that Ddiv −→ Ddiv, x 7→ (ψ − 1)x, is surjective. Thus, the snake lemma for the
multiplication of (ψ − 1) on the exact sequence
0 −→ Ddiv −→ D −→ D¯ −→ 0
gives rise to the exact sequence
0 −→ DΨdiv −→ C2 −→ D¯
Ψ −→ 0
as well as the isomorphism
C1 ≃ D¯/(ψ − 1)D¯.
Since D¯ is torsion over Λ(Γ0) = Zp, for Γ0 = 0 = Γ′, Lemma 2.1.1 and the above exact sequences
imply χZp(C1) = χZp(D¯
Ψ) = χZp(C2/C2 ∩Ddiv). Now, C
∨
1 ≃ C1, as C1 is finite. 
c:chicoh1 Corollary 2.3.2. If d ≥ 3, then H1(Ψ, A[p∞](L))
∨
is pseudo-null over Λ(Γ′). In general,
χΛ(Γ′)(H
1(Ψ, A[p∞](L))
∨
) =
{
χΛ(Γ′)(A[p
∞](L′)
∨
), if d ≥ 2;
( |A[p
∞](K)|
|A[p∞](K)∩A[p∞](L)div|
), if d = 1.
Proof. The second assertion is immediately from Lemma 2.3.1. Since A[p∞](L′)
∨
is finitely gener-
ated over Zp, it is pseudo-null over Λ(Γ′), if d ≥ 3, whence the first assertion follows. 
c:cofito Corollary 2.3.3. Suppose Γ ≃ Zp and D is finite. Then
|H1(Γ, D)| = |DΓ|.
2.3.2. Next, consider the case where a topological group C ≃ Zp acts continuously on D. We are
going to discuss some associated modules over Λ(C) := Zp[[C]] as well as their characteristic ideals.
Denote C(m) = Cp
m
and Dm = D
C(m) for m = 0, 1, ...,∞. Also, denote Gm
′
m = C
(m)/C(m
′) for
m′ = m, ....,∞. Define M := lim
←−m
Dm, with the limit taken over norm maps NGm′m : Dm
′ −→ Dm.
Define N := D∨, the Pontryagin dual of D, and T := lim
←−n
D[pn], the Tate-module of D.
Let c be a topological generator of C. Let ǫ1, ..., ǫm, counted with multiplicities, be the eigen-
values of the action of c on T. Note that ǫ1 · · · ǫm = det(c) is a p-adic unit, and hence so is each
ǫi. Also, ǫj = 1 for some j if and only if D0 = D
C is infinite.
p:torcomp Lemma 2.3.4. We have χZp((D0 ∩Ddiv)
∨) =
∏m
j=1(1− ǫj) =
∏m
j=1(1 − ǫ
−1
j ).
Proof. Let N0 denote the Zp free part of N. Then (D0 ∩ Ddiv)∨ = N0/(c − 1)N0 whose p-adic
valuation is the same as that of the determinant (of 1− c acting on Qp ⊗Zp N
0)
det(1− c) =
m∏
j=1
(1− ǫ−1j ) = ±
m∏
j=1
ǫ−1j (1− ǫj).

p:torcomp1 Proposition 2.3.5. Suppose Dm is finite for each m. Then M ∼ T as Λ(C)-modules, and
χΛ(C)(M) = χΛ(C)(T) = (
m∏
j=1
(1− ǫ−1j c)),
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χΛ(C)(N) = (
m∏
j=1
(1− ǫ−1j c
−1)).
Proof. Let V = Qp ⊗Zp T and let f(s) =
∏m
j=1(s − ǫj) ∈ Zp[s] be the characteristic polynomial
of the matrix given by the action of c on V . By the Jordan decomposition of the matrix, we
can find a Λ(C)-submodule T′ of T of finite index so that χΛ(C)(T
′) = (f(c)). As T′ and T are
pseudo-isomorphic, χΛ(C)(T) = (f(c)) = (
∏m
j=1(c− ǫj)) as well. This yields the desired expression
of χΛ(C)(T), since c and ǫ1 · · · · ·ǫm are units of Λ(C). Similarly, since ǫ
−1
1 , ..., ǫ
−1
m are the eigenvalues
of the action of c on Qp ⊗Zp N, we have χΛ(C)(N) = (
∏m
j=1(c
−1 − ǫj)).
To complete the proof, we need to establish a pseudo-isomorphism ι : M −→ T . Without loss of
generality we may assume that D is p-divisible, as replacingD by Ddiv does not alter the structures
of M and T . The exact sequence (of Gm
′
m -modules)
0 // Dm′ [p
n] // Dm′
pn
// pnDm′ // 0 ,
where Dm′ [p
n] denotes the pn-torsion subgroup of Dm′ , induces the Kummer exact sequence
Dm
pn
// Dm ∩ p
nDm′
λm
′
m,n
// H1(Gm
′
m , Dm′ [p
n]) // H1(Gm
′
m , Dm′) .
Choose m0 so that D[p
2] ⊂ Dm−1, for m ≥ m0. Then for m′ ≥ m ≥ m0,
H1(Gm
′
m−1, Dm′ [p
i]) = Hom(Gm
′
m−1, Dm′ [p
i]), i = 1, 2.
Since D is p-divisible, Dm−1 = Dm−1
⋂
pD. The commutative diagram of exact sequences
Dm−1
p
// Dm−1
⋂
pDm
λmm−1,1
//
 _

Hom(Gmm−1, Dm[p]) // H
1(Gmm−1, Dm) _
inf

Dm−1
p
// Dm−1
λ∞m−1,1
// Hom(G∞m−1, D[p]) // H
1(G∞m−1, D)
,
where inf denotes the inflation map and the second equality is due to the fact that Gmm−1 is
the unique quotient group of G∞m−1 of order p, implies Dm−1 ⊂ pDm. We claim the inclusion
pDm ⊂ Dm−1 also holds. Therefore, Dm−1 = pDm.
To prove the claim we show that if D = Dm/Dm−1 then D[p
2] = D[p], as the assertion implies
D = D[p]. Write Ei = Dm−1
⋂
piDm and Fi = p
iDm−1. For each i we have the group homo-
morphism πi : D[p
i] −→ Ei/Fi given by a 7→ b such that if a = x is the residue class of some
x ∈ Dm modulo Dm−1, then b is that of pix modulo Fi. Obviously, every πi is a surjection, and by
D[p2] ⊂ Dm−1, both π1 and π2 are isomorphisms. Then the desired assertion, and hence the claim,
follows form the fact that the map E1/F1 −→ E2/F2 induced by E1
p
// E2 is an isomorphism
as shown by the diagram of exact sequences:
Dm−1
p
// Dm−1
⋂
pDm
λmm−1,1
//
p

Hom(Gmm−1, Dm[p]) // H
1(Gmm−1, Dm)
Dm−1
p2
// Dm−1
⋂
p2Dm
λmm−1,2
// Hom(Gmm−1, Dm[p
2]) // H1(Gmm−1, Dm),
where the second equality is due to the fact that Gmm−1 is of order p. Thus, pDm = Dm−1 holds
for m ≥ m0. Therefore, if we fix an n so that Dm0 ⊂ D[p
n+m0 ], then for all m≫ 0
e:dpmm0 (25) D[pm−m0+2] ⊂ Dm ⊂ D[p
n+m].
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Also, for every a ∈ Dm, τ ∈ Gmm−1, we have
τa− a ∈ D[p]. Therefore, the diagram
e:iotamm-1 (26) Dm
  //
NGm
m−1

D[pm+n]
p
// D[pm+n−1]
p

Dm−1
  // D[pm+n−1]
p
// D[pm+n−2]
is commutative, as we can write for a ∈ Dm
NKm/Km−1(a) = pa+
∑
τ∈Gmm−1
τa− a ∈ pa+D[p].
Let ιm denote the composition Dm −→ D[pm+n] −→ D[pm+n−1] appearing in the diagram (26).
Then we can define the desired pseudo-isomorphism ι :M −→ T as the projective limit of ιm. The
finiteness of ker [ι] and coker [ι] follows from the fact that they are the projective limits of finite
abelian groups of bounded order, since ker [ιm] ⊂ D[p] and by (25) coker [ιm] can be viewed as a
quotient group of D[pn+m−1]/D[pm−m0+1] ≃ D[pn+m0−2] . 
The above results can be applied to the cases where C is the Galois group of a field extension
L/K and D = B(L)p where B is an abelian variety defined over K. Indeed, if K is either a global
field or a finite field, then the condition of proposition 2.3.5 is satisfied. For the rest of this section
let K be a finite field of order q. Denote L˜ = L(B[p∞](K)) and let c˜ be a topological generator
C˜ := Gal(L˜/K), sent to c under the natural map C˜ −→ C. Since T is contained in the Tate module
T˜ of B[p∞](K), the eigenvalues of the action of c˜ on T˜ can be expressed as ǫ1, ..., ǫm, ..., ǫt.
p:torcomp2 Proposition 2.3.6. Suppose K is a finite field of order q and assume the above notation. Then
χΛ(C)(M) = χΛ(C)(T) = (
t∏
j=1
(1− ǫ−1j c)).
and
χΛ(C)(N) = (
t∏
j=1
(1− ǫ−1j c
−1)).
Proof. Since L/K is the maximal pro-p abelian extension of K, Gal(L˜/K) = C × H, where H =
Gal(L˜/L) is a finite cyclic group of order prime to p. We remark that the action of c˜ on T˜ is semi-
simple. To see this, we may assume that B is a simple abelian variety and c˜ = Frobq, the Frobenius
substitution that sends x ∈ L˜ to xq. Then c˜ and the Frobenius endomorphism Fq ∈ EndK(B) give
rise to the same action on V˜ := Qp ⊗Zp T˜. Since Z[Fq] is an order in a number field, the minimal
polynomial F (s) of Fq over Q is irreducible. In particular, it has no double root. Then, since
F (c˜) = 0 on V˜ , the action of c˜ gives rise to a diagonalizable matrix.
Choose a positive integer ν so that |H| divides pν−1. Then σ := limn→∞ c˜p
nν
is a generator ofH.
Since V := Qp⊗ZpT is the 1-eigenspace of σ, we see that {ǫ1, ..., ǫm} is exactly the subset consisting
of those elements ǫ ∈ {ǫ1, ..., ǫt} satisfying limn→∞ ǫp
nν
= 1 in the p-adic topology, or equivalently,
ord(ǫ−1) > 0, where ord denote the valuation on Qp with ord(p) = 1. This shows that the product∏t
j=m+1(1 − ǫj) is a p-adic unit. Hence,
∏t
j=m+1(1 − ǫ
−1
j c) =
∏t
j=m+1(1 − ǫ
−1
j + ǫ
−1
j (1 − c)) is a
Λ(C)-unit, and so is
∏t
j=m+1(1− ǫ
−1
j c
−1).

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r:tor Remark 2.3.7. If K is a finite field, then B(L)p is actually p-divisible. Let H be as in the above
proof. Since |H| is prime to p, we have H1(H, B[p](L˜)) = 0 in the Kummer exact sequence
B[p](L) 

// B(L)p
p
// B(L)p // H
1(H, B[p](L˜)) .
2.3.3. We end this section by showing that generically A[p∞](L) is finite. For related results see
[Zar87, BLV09, Vol95].
p:torl Proposition 2.3.8. In general, A[p∞](L) is finite, except possibly for the following cases:
(a) K is a number field and A contains a nontrivial abelian variety of CM-type.
(b) K is a function field, there exists no split multiplicative place of A, and L/K contains the
constant Zp-extension L0/K.
Proof. (a) is from [Zar87]. In the case (b), assume that A[p∞](L) is infinite. Then obviously
L1 := K(A[p
∞](L)) ⊂ L is an infinite pro-p abelian extension of K. We claim that it is everywhere
unramified, splitting completely at every split multiplicative place. Then it follows that L0 ⊂ L1,
as the maximal everywhere unramified pro-p abelian extension of K is a finite extension of L0.
Furthermore, it also follows that there is no split multiplicative place of A, as L0/K does not split
completely at any place.
Let v be a split-multiplicative place. By (1) if P ∈ A[pn](Ks), there must be some Q ∈ Ωv
so that Kv(P ) = Kv(Q
p−n). This implies Kv(P ) = Kv, since it is both separable and purely
inseparable over Kv. Thus, L1/K splits completely at every split-multiplicative place.
Suppose v is a good ordinary place and A¯ is the reduction of A. Then the reduction map induces
the isomorphism of Gal(Kv/Kv)-module (see e.g. [Tan10, Corollary 2.1.3]):
A[p∞](Ks) ≃ A¯[p∞](Fv).
This shows A[p∞](L) is fixed by the inertia subgroup of Γv, whence L1/K is unramified at v.
Since L/K is only ramified at splits multiplicative places or good ordinary places, the intermediate
extension L1/K must be everywhere unramified.

By the definition we see that wK′/K = (1) if A[p
∞](K ′) is finite.
c:torl Corollary 2.3.9. We have wK′/K = (1) unless K is a number field and A contains a nontrivial
abelian variety of CM-type, or K is a function field, there exists no split multiplicative place of A,
and K ′/K is the constant Zp-extension.
sub:tate
2.4. Tate’s local duality theorem. By the Tate’s local duality theorem (see [Tat62], [Mil72],
or [Mil86, III.7.8]), H1(Kv, A)p, endowed with the discrete topology, is the Pontryagin dual of
the p-completion At(Kv)
∧ := lim
←−n
At(Kv)/p
nAt(Kv) endowed with the p-adic topology. If v is
archimedean, then H1(Kv, A)p is trivial unless Kv = R and p = 2. If v is a non-archimedean place
v, then, since H1(Kv, A) is dual to A
t(Kv) and is the direct product of its p-primary part and the
non-p part, At(Kv)
∧ can be identified as the largest pro-p closed subgroup of At(Kv). Let
< , >Kv : H
1(Kv, A)p ×A
t(Kv)
∧ −→ Qp/Zp
denote the “p-part” of the local Tate’s duality pairing. The proof of the following lemma can be
found in [Tan10, Corollary 2.3.3].
l:tatenorm Lemma 2.4.1. Let v be a place of K. Then under the local Tate’s duality the cohomology group
H1(Γv, A(Lv)) ⊂ H
1(Kv, A)p equals the annihilator of NLv/Kv(A
t(Lv)), and hence is the Pontrya-
gin dual of At(Kv)/NLv/Kv(A
t(Lv)).
c:nf Corollary 2.4.2. If char.(K) = 0, H1(Γv, A(Lv)) is cofinitely generated over Zp.
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Proof. At(Kv)
∧ is finitely generated over Zp, [Mat55]. 
sub:ct
2.5. The Cassels-Tate exact sequence. The group Γ(F ) := Gal(F/K) acts naturally on
Hi(A/F ) :=
⊕
all w
Hi(Fw, A)p,
for each i, and it also acts naturally on Hi(F,A)p so that the localization map
lociF : H
i(F,A)p −→ H
i(A/F )
actually respects these actions. The direct product
H0(At/F ) :=
∏
all w
At(Fw)
∧
is also endowed with a Γ(F )-action so that all local parings together define the Γ(F )-equivariant
global perfect pairing
< , >F : H1(A/F )×H0(At/F ) // Q/Z
(ηv)v × (ξv)v
✤ //
∑
all v < ηv, ξv >Fv
that identifies H1(A/F ) with the Pontryagin dual H0(At/F )∨. As usual, write Xi(A/F ) =
ker
[
lociF
]
. Then we have the exact sequence
0 //X1(A/F ) // H1(F,A)p
loc1F
// H1(A/F ) H0(A/F )∨.
Recall that for m = 1, ...,∞, the pm-Selmer group Selpm(A/F ) is the kernel of the composition
e:loc (27) LF : H
1(F,A[pm]) −→ H1(F,A)p
loc1F−→ H1(A/F ).
There exists an injection that identifies
Tp Sel(A
t/F ) := lim
←−
m
Selpm(A
t/F )
as a subgroup of H0(At/F ) (see Corollary I.6.23(b) [Mil86, Proposition 5,6], [Mil72], or [GAT07])
and the (generalized) Cassels-Tate exact sequence ([Cas64, GAT07, Tat62]) asserts the following.
t:gct Theorem 2.5.1. The image of loc1F equals the annihilator of Tp Sel(A
t/F ), whence
coker
[
loc1F
]
≃ Tp Sel(A
t/F )∨.
p:coh2st Proposition 2.5.2. The localization map loc2F is injective and
H2(A/F ) =
{⊕
v realH
2(Fv , A), if char.(F ) = 0;
0, if char.(F ) = p.
Proof. If p is prime to the characteristic of K, the first statement is proved in [Mil86, I.6.26(C)]);
otherwise, a proof is given in [GAT12]. The second statement follows from [Mil86, I.3.2 and
III.7.8]. 
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3. The local cohomology groups
s:local
Let v be a place of K. For an intermediate extension N of L/K, denote N ′ = N ∩ L′, Ψ(N) =
Gal(N/N ′), and Γ(N) = Gal(N/K). Let F denote a finite intermediate extension of L/K. Let
w (resp. u) be a place of F ′ (resp. F ) sitting over v (resp. w). We view each g ∈ Γ(F ) as
an isometry F
g
∼
// F with the metric of the left-hand side induced by u, while that of the
right-hand side induced by g(u) with |x|g(u) = |g
−1(x)|u, ∀x ∈ F , and then extend it to the
isomorphism between their completions: Fu
g
∼
// Fg(u) . Similarly, the restriction of g gives rise
the isomorphism F ′
w
g
∼
// F ′g(w) , with g(u) | g(w), and also, for i ≥ 1, g induces the isomorphism
e:isomorphisms (28) Hi(Ψ(F )u, A(Fu))
g
∼
// Hi(Ψ(F )g(u), A(Fg(u))) .
By these isomorphisms, we identify Fu and H
i(Ψ(F )u, A(Fu)) with Fg(u) and H
i(Ψ(F )g(u), A(Fg(u)))
respectively, for all g ∈ Ψ(F ), and simply write Fw and H
i(Ψ(F )w, A(Fw)) for them. Then put
Hiv(A,F/F
′) =
⊕
w|v
Hi(Ψ(F )w, A(Fw)),
endowed with the discrete topology. For g runs through Γ(F ) the isomorphisms (28) induce
an action of Γ(F ) on Hiv(A,F/F
′), which factors through an action of Γ(F ′), and thus yield a
Λ(Γ(F ′))-module structure of Hiv(A,F/F
′). In general, set
Hiv(A,N/N
′) := lim
−→
F⊂N
Hiv(A,F/F
′),
and denote
W iv := H
i
v(A,L/L
′)∨.
Also, for each place w of L′ sitting over v, denote Hiw = H
i(Ψw, A(Lw)) and W iw = H
i
w
∨
.
d:vartheta Definition 3.0.3. Define ϑ
(i)
w := χΛ(Γ′w)(W
i
w) and ϑ
(i)
v := χΛ(Γ′)(W
i
v), if W
i
w and W
i
v are finitely
generated over the corresponding Iwasawa algebras.
In this section, we give explicit expressions of ϑ
(i)
w and ϑ
(i)
v , for i = 1, 2.
su:gf
3.1. General facts. In general, for an intermediate extension N of L/K and a place w | v of
N ′, write ΛN ′ = Zp[[Γ(N ′)]] and ΛN ′
w
= Zp[[Γ(N
′)w]]. Let F be a finite intermediate extension of
L/K. By choosing a place w0 | v of F ′, one can actually make the identification
Hiv(A,F/F
′) = HomΛF ′
w0
(ΛF ′ ,H
i(Ψ(F )w0 , A(Fw0))),
via the assignment ξ 7→ fξ such that for ξ = (ξw)w|v ∈ H
i
v(A,F/F
′), fξ(g) =
gξg−1(w0), for
g ∈ Γ(F ′). Then it follows (see [Bou70, II.4.1, Proposition 1(b)]) that the Pontryagin dual
e:hinv (29) Hiv(A,F/F
′)∨ = ΛF ′ ⊗ΛF ′
w0
Hi(Ψ(F )w0 , A(Fw0))
∨.
Now choose a place w of L′ sitting over v and, for every F , choose w0 to be the place of F
′ sitting
below w. Since Hiv = lim−→F H
i
v(A,F/F
′), the duality and (29) imply
e:winv (30) W iv = lim←−
F
ΛF ′ ⊗ΛF ′
w0
Hi(Ψ(F )w0 , A(Fw0))
∨.
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l:gf1 Lemma 3.1.1. If W iw is finitely generated over Λ(Γ
′
w), then
W iv = Λ(Γ
′)⊗Λ(Γ′w)W
i
w,
and hence
ϑ(i)v = Λ(Γ
′) · ϑ(i)w .
Proof. For an intermediate extension N , let w be the place of N ′ below w. Then
e:nf (31) lim
−→
F⊂N
Hi(Ψ(F )w0 , A(Fw0)) = H
i(Ψ(N)w, A(Nw)).
Let N denote the family of intermediate extensions of L/K satisfying the conditions: (a) The
decomposition subgroup Γ(N ′)v is open in Γ(N
′), and (b) the natural map Γ′ −→ Γ(N ′) (resp.
Γ −→ Γ(N)) induces an isomorphism between the decomposition subgroups. Suppose N ∈ N . By
(a), the index dN := [Γ(N
′) : Γ(N ′)w] is finite, and hence ΛN ′ is a free ΛN ′
w
-module of rank = dN .
Also, the equality (31) still holds, if the limit is taken only over F satisfying the condition that
Gal(N ′/F ′)w = Gal(N
′/F ′). For such F the index [Γ(F ′) : Γ(F ′)w0 ] = dN , and hence the rank of
the free ΛF ′
w
-module ΛF ′ equals dN , too. Therefore, the limit
e:nf2 (32) lim
←−
F
ΛF ′ ⊗ΛF ′
w0
Hi(Ψ(F )w0 , A(Fw0))
∨ = ΛN ′ ⊗ΛN′
w
Hi(Ψ(N)w, A(Nw))
∨.
By (b), We can identify Γ(N ′)w, Ψ(N)w, and Nw with Γ
′
w, Ψw and Lw, respectively. Consequently,
we can write Hi(Ψ(N)w, A(Nw)) = H
i(Ψw, A(Lw)) as a module over ΛN ′
w
= Λ(Γ′w). Thus, by (30)
and (32),
W iv = lim←−
N∈N
ΛN ′ ⊗Λ(Γ′w)W
i
w.
Then the lemma follows, if the finitely generated module W iw is free over Λ(Γ
′
w). In general, for a
finitely generated Λ(Γ′w)-module W , there is an exact sequence
0 −→ Y −→ Λ(Γ′w)
r −→W −→ 0,
and hence the exact sequence (as ΛN ′ is always free over Λ(Γ
′
w))
0 −→ ΛN ′ ⊗Λ(Γ′w) Y −→ Λ
r
N ′ −→ ΛN ′ ⊗Λ(Γ′w)W −→ 0.
Since the system {ΛN ′ ⊗Λ(Γ′w) Y}N∈N satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, the canonical map
Λ(Γ′)r = lim
←−N∈N
ΛrN ′ −→ lim←−N∈N
ΛN ′ ⊗Λ(Γ′w) W is surjective. It follows from the commutative
diagram of exact sequences
Λ(Γ′)⊗Λ(Γ′w) Y
j

// Λ(Γ′)r // // Λ(Γ′)⊗Λ(Γ′w)W
i

0 // lim
←−N∈N
ΛN ′ ⊗Λ(Γ′w) Y
// lim
←−N∈N
ΛrN ′
// // lim
←−N∈N
ΛN ′ ⊗Λ(Γ′w)W
that the canonical map i is surjective. Now, since Y is finitely generated over Λ(Γ′w) as well, the
map j is also surjective. Then the diagram shows i is an isomorphism. 
The following setting is useful for computing Ww. Let L′′/K be an intermediate Zp-extension
of L/K so that L = L′L′′ and K = L′ ∩ L′′. For each finite intermediate extension F/K, let F ′′n
denote the nth layer of the Zp-extension F ′′ := L′′F over F . For simplicity, write Fw , F ′′nw and
F ′′w for the topological closure in Lw of F , F
′′
n and F
′′.
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l:gf2 Lemma 3.1.2. Let the notation be as above. Then
Hi(Ψw, A(Lw)) = lim−→
F⊂L′
Hi(Gal(F ′′w/Fw), A(F
′′
w)).
In particular, if H1(Gal(F ′′w/Fw), A(F
′′
w)) is finite, for all intermediate extension F/K of L
′/K,
then W2v = 0.
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. If H1(Gal(F ′′w/Fw), A(F
′′
w)) is finite, then the standard
Herbrand quotient computation shows
|H2(Gal(F ′′n w/Fw), A(F
′′
n w))| = |H
1(Gal(F ′′n w/Fw), A(F
′′
n w))|,
and hence is bounded as n→∞. Then the diagram (23) implies
H2(Gal(F ′′w/Fw), A(F
′′
w)) = lim−→
n
H2(Gal(F ′′n w/Fw), A(F
′′
n w)) = 0.
Therefore, W2w = 0, whence W
2
v = 0, by Lemma 3.1.1. 
sub:loccoh
3.2. The unramified case. Let Πv and πv be as in Definition 1.3.2.
l:varunramified Lemma 3.2.1. Let Kupv /Kv be the unique unramified Zp-extension. Then
|H1(Gal(Kupv /Kv), A(K
up
v ))| = |Zp/πv|.
In particular, if A has good reduction at v, then H1(Gal(Kupv /Kv), A(K
up
v )) = 0.
Proof. By Proposition I.3.8, [Mil86], the reduction map induces
H1(Gal(Kunv /Kv), A(K
un
v )) = H
1(Gal(F¯v/Fv),Πv)),
whence
H1(Gal(Kupv /Kv), A(K
up
v )) = H
1(Gal(Kupv /Kv),Π
Gal(Kunv /K
up
v )
v ).
Then we apply Corollary 2.3.3. 
p:urwi Proposition 3.2.2. Suppose v 6∈ S. Then the following holds:
(a) If A has good reduction at v, then W1v = 0.
(b) ϑ
(1)
v =
{
(πv), Ψv 6= 0;
(1), otherwise.
(c) W2v = 0
Proof. The previous lemma implies (a), it also implies (c), in view of Lemma 3.1.2. Now W1w is
trivial, if Ψw = 0. On the other hand, if Ψw 6= 0, then Γ
′
w = 0 and Ψw ≃ Zp, as Lw/Kv is
unramified. Then, (b) follows from Lemma 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.2.1. 
sub:go
3.3. The good ordinary case. In this section, we assume that A has good ordinary reduction
at v. Let fL′,v ∈ Λ(Γ′) be as in Definition 1.3.3. Our aim is the following:
p:go Proposition 3.3.1. Suppose A has good ordinary reduction at v ∈ S. Then the following holds:
(a) If L′/K is ramified at v, then W1v is pseudo-null over Λ(Γ).
(b) If L′/K is unramified at v, then ϑ
(1)
v = (fL′,v).
(c) W2v = 0.
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Proof. Let the notation be as in Lemma 3.1.2 and let Ψ1w denote the inertia subgroup of Ψw. If
L/L′ is unramified at v, then by following the proof of Proposition 3.2.2, one can show that the
proposition holds trivially with W1v = 0.
Thus, we assume that L/L′ is ramified at v. Let F (n) denote the nth layer of L′/K and let
L′′, F (n)′′ be as in §3.1. Then the generalized Mazur’s Theorem [Tan10, Theorem 2] (see also
[CoG96] for the number field case) asserts that, for m ≥ n, we have the commutative diagram of
exact sequences:
e:th2 (33) Hom(A¯t(FF (n)w)p,Qp/Zp)
  //

H1(Ψw, A(F
′′(n)w)) // //

Hom(Ψ1w, A¯(FF (n)w ))

Hom(A¯t(FF (m)w )p,Qp/Zp)
  // H1(Ψw, A(F
′′(m)w)) // // Hom(Ψ
1
w, A¯(FF (m)w ))
where the first down-arrow is induced by the norm map
NF (m)w/F (n)w : A¯
t(FF (m)w) −→ A¯
t(FF (n)w ).
In particular, H1(Ψw, A(F
′′(n)w)) is finite, for every n, and hence the assertion (c) follows from
Lemma 3.1.2. By taking the direct limit via the diagram (33), we deduce the exact sequence
e:awb (34) 0 −→ A −→W1w −→ B −→ 0,
where A is the Pontryagin dual of A¯(FL′w)p and B is the projective limit
lim
←−
m
A¯t(FF (m)w)p
taking over the norm maps NF (m)w/F (n)w . It follows that W
1
v is finitely generated over Zp, and
hence is pseudo-null over Λ(Γ′), unless Γ′v ≃ Zp, or 0 . We first consider the Γ
′
v = 0 case, in which
L′w = Kv and actually
|W1w| = |A¯
t(Fv)p| · |A¯(Fv)p| = |A¯(Fv)p|
2.
It follows from Lemma 3.1.1 that the Zp-ideal ϑ
(1)
v = (|A¯(Fv)|2). On the other hand, since [v]L′/K =
id and all αi and 1−qv/αi, i = 1, ..., g, are units in the maximal order O of the field Qp(α1, ...., αg),
we have
(fL′,v) =
g∏
i=1
(1− αi)
2 · Zp =
g∏
i=1
(1 − αi)
2 ·
g∏
i=1
(1 − qv/αi)
2 · Zp,
which, according to Mazur [Maz72, Corollary 4.3.7] (see also Lemma 2.3.4 and Remark 2.3.7),
equals to the ideal (|A¯(Fv)|2). Hence (b) is proved for the Γ′v = 0 case.
Suppose Γ′v ≃ Zp. If L
′/K is ramified at v, then L′w has finite residue field, and hence W
1
w is
finite (by (34)). It follows that W1w is pseudo-null over Λ(Γ
′
w), and the assertion (a) is proved, by
Lemma 3.1.1. Finally, in this case (b) follows from Proposition 2.3.6. 
sub:sm
3.4. The split multiplicative case. In this section, we assume that A has split multiplicative
reduction at v. Let wv be the Zp-ideal in Definition 1.3.4.
p:spm Proposition 3.4.1. Suppose v ∈ S and A has split multiplicative at v. Then the following holds:
(a) If Γ′v = 0 and wv = 0, then ϑ
(2)
v = 0; otherwise, W2v = 0 and ϑ
(2)
v = (1).
(b) If Γ′v = 0, then ϑ
(1)
v = Λ(Γ′) ·wv.
(c) If Γ′v ≃ Zp with σ a topological generator and Ψv ≃ Zp, then ϑ
(1)
v = (σ − 1)g.
(d) If Γ′v ≃ Zp and Ψv = 0 or Γ
′
v ≃ Z
e
p, e > 1, then ϑ
(1)
v = (1).
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Proof. Since Ω ≃ Zg as Γ-modules,
H3(Ψw/Ψ
pn
w ,Ω) ≃ H
1(Ψw/Ψ
pn
w ,Ω) ≃ Hom(Ψw/Ψ
pn
w ,Z
g) = 0,
and hence H3(Ψw,Ω) = 0. Also, Hilbert’s theorem 90 implies H
1(Ψw, L
×
w) = 0. Therefore, from
the exact sequence of Galois-modules
0 −→ Ω −→ (L×w)
g −→ A(Lw) −→ 0,
we deduce the long exact sequence:
e:period (35) H1(Ψw, A(Lw))
  // H2(Ψw,Ω) // H
2(Ψw, L
×
w)
g // // H2(Ψw, A(Lw)) .
Consider the case where Γ′v 6= 0, and hence ≃ Z
e
p, for some e ≥ 1. Let L
′′ be as in §3.1, let L′wn
denote the nth layer of L′w/Kv and write L
′′
wn = L
′′L′wn. Then it follows from the commutative
diagram
H2(L′′wn/L
′
wn, L
′′
w
×
n )
  //

H2(L′wn,K
×
v )p ∼
inv
//

Qp/Zp
pe(m−n)

H2(L′′wm/L
′
wm, L
′′
w
×
m)
  // H2(L′wm,K
×
v )p ∼
inv
// Qp/Zp
,
where the isomorphisms are local invariant maps of Brauer groups and the right vertical arrow
is the multiplication by pe(m−n), that H2(Ψw, L
×
w) = lim−→n
H2(L′′wn/L
′
wn, L
′′
w
×
n ) = 0. Thus, (35)
implies W2w = 0 as well as the isomorphisms of Λ(Γ
′
w)-modules:
H1(Ψw, A(Lw)) ≃ H
2(Ψw,Ω) ≃ Hom(Ψw,Q/Z)
g.
Consequently, W1w ≃ Z
g
p, if Ψv ≃ Zp; W
1
w = 0, if Ψv = 0. Thus, (c), (d) and a part of (a) are
proved (by Lemma 3.1.1).
Now consider the Γ′v = 0 case, in which L
′
w = Kv and Ψw = Γv ≃ Zp, since v ∈ S. Let Lwn
denote the nth layer of Lw/Kv with Gal(Lwn/Kv) = Ψw/Ψ
pn
w and identify K
×
v /NLw/Kv(L
×
w) ≃ Γv
(via the reciprocity law). Then, as n→∞, the commutative diagram
H2(Ψw/Ψ
pn
w ,Ω) //
≃

H2(Ψw/Ψ
pn
w , (Lw
×
n ))
g
≃

Ω/pnΩ // (Γv/Γ
pn
v )
g
,
tends to (by (23))
e:omegal (36) H2(Ψw,Ω) //
≃

H2(Ψw, L
×
w)
g
≃

Qp/Zp ⊗ Ω
R¯v
// Qp/Zp ⊗ Γgv,
where R¯v is induced by the map in (2). This implies that both H
2(Ψw,Ω) and H
2(Ψw, L
×
w)
g are
of corank g over Zp. Then by (35), H
1(Ψw, A(Lw)) and H
2(Ψw, A(Lw)) are of the same Zp-corank
that equals the Zp-rank of both ker[Rv] and coker[Rv].
Suppose wv = 0. Then both W1w and W
2
w are infinite. By Lemma 3.1.1, ϑ
(1)
v = ϑ
(2)
v = 0. This
proves the first part of (a) and a part of (b).
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Suppose wv 6= 0. Then coker[Rv] is finite and hence H
2(Ψw,Ω) −→ H
2(Ψw, L
×
w)
g is surjective
(as both groups are p-divisible) with finite kernel. In particular, W2w = 0 and ϑ
(2)
v = (1). Thus,
the proof of (a) is completed. To finish the proof of (b), we apply the snake lemma to the diagram
0 // Ω //
Rv

Qp ⊗ Ω //

Qp/Zp ⊗ Ω //
R¯v

0
0 // Γgv // Qp ⊗ Γ
g
v
// Qp/Zp ⊗ Γgv // 0
to show that coker[Rv] ≃ ker
[
H2(Ψw,Ω) −→ H
2(Ψw, L
×
w)
g
]
= H1(Ψw, A(Lw)). 
l:zpsplit Lemma 3.4.2. Suppose L/K is a Zdp-extension and v ∈ S is a split-multiplicative place. Then
H1(Γv, A(Lv)) is cofinitely generated over Zp and
corankZp H
1(Γv, A(Lv)) = rankZp coker[Rv] ≥ g(rankZp Γv − 1).
Proof. The inequality follows from the fact that Zp ⊗Z Ωv is of rank g. Also, since A and At are
isogenous, it is enough to show corankZp H
1(Γv, A
t(Lv)) = rankZp coker[Rv]. By Lemma 2.4.1,
corankZp H
1(Γv, A
t(Lv)) = rankZp A(Kv)/NLv/Kv (A(Lv)). By Class Field Theory
A(Kv)/NLv/Kv (A(Lv)) = (K
×
v )
g/Ω · (NLv/Kv(Lv))
g ≃ coker[Rv] .
Here Ω denotes the topological closure of Ω. 
su:tiw
3.5. The proofs of Proposition 1.2.1. For an intermediate extension N of L/K, let
LN : H
1(N,A[p∞]) −→ H1(A/N)
denote the direct limit of the localization maps LF (see (27)) for F running through finite inter-
mediate extension of N/K, with H1(A/N) = lim
−→F
H1(A/F ).
Note that a version of Nakayama’s lemma (see [Was82, p.279]) implies the following:
l:equiv Lemma 3.5.1. XL is finitely generated over Λ(Γ) if and only if Selp∞(A/L)
Γ is cofinitely gener-
ated over Zp.
Proof. (of Proposition 1.2.1) Let P stand for the statement that XL is finitely generated over Λ(Γ).
Consider the commutative diagram:
H1(K,A[p∞])
resL/K
//
LK

H1(L,A[p∞])Γ
LL

B :=
⊕
all v H
1(Γv, A(Lv))
  // H1(A/K) // H1(A/L).
By (8) and (9) both ker
[
resL/K
]
and coker
[
resL/K
]
are finite. Since Selp∞(K) is cofinitely gener-
ated over Zp, in view of Lemma 3.5.1, we see that P is equivalent to the condition that the inter-
section Im(LK)∩B is cofinitely generated over Zp. Now, Theorem 2.5.1 implies that coker[LK ] is
cofinitely generated over Zp. Therefore, P holds if and only if B is also cofinitely generated over
Zp. But, we already know from Lemma 3.2.1 that
⊕
v 6∈S H
1(Γv, A(Lv)) is finite. 
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su:deep
3.6. Deeply ramified extensions. In this section, we assume that K is of characteristic p and
A has good reduction at a given place v. Let Â denote the associated formal group obtained via
the formal completion of A along the zero section of the Ne´ron model. Since the Ne´ron model is
stable over Kv, it makes sense to consider the cohomology group H
1(Kv, Â(OKv)). For simplicity,
we write H1(Kv, Â) for it.
t:ss Theorem 3.6.1. Suppose char.(K) = p and the reduction A¯ of A at a place v ramified over L/K
satisfies A¯[p∞](Fv) = 0. Then both the natural maps
H1(Γv, Â(OLv )) −→ H
1(Kv, Â) −→ H
1(Kv, A)p
are isomorphisms. In particular, the cohomology group H1(Γv, A(Lv)) is of (countably) infinite
corank over Zp.
The proof, given below, is basically contained in Coates and Greenberg [CoG96], which is written
under the assumption that Kv is a finite extension of Qp. In order to apply their result to our
situation, we follow the paper step by step to conclude that all material contained in its §2 and
§3, which is sufficient for proving the above theorem, actually remain valid in the characteristic p
case, with only two exceptions:
(A) Theorem 2.13, [CoG96], implies that every ramified Zdp-extension over Kv is deeply ramified
(see p.143, [op.cit.]). Its proof is based on Sen [Sen72] using the existence of non-small abelian
subquotients of the Galois group (see Proposition 3.3, [op.cit.]), which does not hold in our case.
This gap is fixed by Lemma 3.6.2 below.
(B) Proposition 2.5, [CoG96], is proved by using cyclotomic extensions to construct a Zp-extension
Φ/Kv so that if Φt is the t’th layer then
TrΦt/Kv (mΦt) ⊂ m
n(t)
Kv
,
where n(t) is an integer valued function of t so that n(t)→∞ as t→∞. In order to have a proof
of the above proposition in the characteristic p case, we only need to find a suitable Zp-extension
Φ/Kv satisfying the above condition. In view of Lemma 2.3, [op.cit], we see that it is enough to
have Φ/Kv so that
e:Phi (37) ordΦt(δ(Φt/Kv))/e(Φt/Kv)→∞, as t→∞.
Here, for a finite extension F/Kv, δ(F/Kv) and e(F/Kv) denote, respectively, the different and
the ramification index. Again, our Lemma 3.6.2 below asserts that in the characteristic p case, the
condition (37) is satisfied, as long as Φ/Kv is ramified.
For a pro-finite abelian extension Lv/Kv with Galois group Γv, let Γ
(w)
v , for each w ∈ [−1,∞),
denote the w’th ramification subgroup in the upper numbering. The reciprocity law maps Uw onto
Γ
(w)
v where {Uw} is the usual filtration of the units of Kv (see [Ser79, XV.2]).
l:deep Lemma 3.6.2. Suppose char.(K) = p and Lv/Kv is a pro-finite abelian extension with Galois
group Γv. Then the following holds:
(a) We have (Γ
(w)
v )p ⊂ Γ
(pw)
v for every w. In particular, if Γv is finite, then it is small in the
sense of [Sen72].
(b) If Lv/Kv is a ramified Zp-extension and Lvn is the n’th layer, then
ordLv,n(δ(Lvn/Kv))/e(Lvn/Kv)→∞, as n→∞.
(c) If Lv/Kv is a ramified Zdp-extension, then it is deeply ramified in the sense of [CoG96].
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Proof. For each x ∈ mKv , we have (1 + x)
p = 1+ xp, and hence (Uw)
p ⊂ Upw. This proves (a) by
applying the reciprocity law. Suppose Lv/Kv is a Zp-extension and let π be a prime element of
Kv. If χ is a continuous character of Γv with conductor f(χ), then (as the order of χ is a power
of p) from the relation χp(g) = χ(gp), we see that the conductor f(χp) satisfies
e:pcondp (38) p · f(χp) ≤ f(χ).
Let π∆nOKv denote the discriminant of the cyclic extension Lvn/Kv. Since the dual group
of Gal(Lvn/Kv) is cyclic, the conductor-discriminant formula together with (38) imply that as
n→∞,
∆n ≥ C1p
2n +O(p2n−1), for some positive constant C1.
Consequently, as n→∞,
ordLvn(δ(Lvn/Kv))/e(Lvn/Kv) ≥ C2p
n +O(pn−1), for some positive constant C2.
Then (b) is proved. Also, if ord is the normalized valuation on Kv with ord(π) = 1, then we have
ord(δ(Lvn/Kv)) ≥ C3p
n +O(pn−1), for some positive constant C3,
and hence ord(δ(Lvn/Kv)) → ∞ as n → ∞. This shows that Lv/Kv is deeply ramified in the
sense of [CoG96] and proves (c) in the d = 1 case. In general, we only need to note that there is
a ramified intermediate Zp-extension L0v/Kv of Lv/Kv, and since L
0
v/Kv is deeply ramified, the
multiplicity of the different implies that Lv/Kv is also deeply ramified (see p.143, [op.cit.]). 
Thus, results in [CoG96], §2 and §3 can be applied to our situation.
t:cogp Theorem 3.6.3. Suppose K is a global field of characteristic p and v is a place of K. If F is a
commutative formal group law over OKv and L/K is a Z
d
p-extension ramified at v, then
H1(Γv,F(mLv)) = H
1(Gal(Kv/Kv),F(mKv )).
Proof. Theorem 3.1, [CoG96], together with the inflation-restriction exact sequence. 
Proof. (of Theorem 3.6.1) Theorem 3.6.3 says H1(Γv, Â(OLv )) −→ H
1(Kv, Â) is an isomorphism.
Since the torsion group A¯(F¯Kv ) contains no element of order p, the long exact cohomology sequence
. . . −→ H0(FKv , A¯) −→ H
1(Kv, Â) −→ H
1(Kv, A) −→ H
1(FKv , A¯) −→ . . .
says the map H1(Kv, Â) −→ H
1(Kv, A)p is an isomorphism. Thus, in the commutative diagram
H1(Γv, Â(OLv)) //

H1(Γv, A(Lv))

H1(Kv, Â) // H
1(Kv, A)p
all arrows are isomorphisms. Then the theorem is clear, since now H1(Γv, A(Lv)) is dual to the
p-completion of At(Kv) which contains (the p-completion of) Ât(OKv ), a Zp-module of infinite
rank, [Vol95].

4. The restriction and the localization
Consider the restriction map resL/L′ : H
1(L′, A[p∞]) −→ H1(L,A[p∞])Ψ and let LN be the
localization defined in §3.5. In this section, we give explicit expression of the related objects,
especially coker
[
resL/L′
]
and coker[LL], as well as the corresponding characteristic ideals.
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sub:restriction
4.1. The map resL/L′. Obviously,
e:kernelres (39) ker
[
resL/L′
]
= H1(Ψ, A[p∞](L)).
p:injection Proposition 4.1.1. We have coker
[
resL/L′
]
= 0.
Proof. Since Ψ ≃ Zp is of cohomology dimension 1, H
2(Ψ, A[p∞](L)) = 0, whence
coker
[
resL/L′
]
= ker
[
H2(Ψ, A[p∞](L)) −→ H2(L′, A[p∞])
]
= 0.

sub:loc
4.2. The map LL. Since the map H
1(F,A[p∞]) −→ H1(F,A)p induced by the Kummer exact
sequences is surjective, Theorem 2.5.1 actually says
e:cokerLF (40) coker[LF ]
∨ ≃ Tp Sel(A
t/F )
identified as a topological subgroup of H0(At/F ). By taking the projective limit over F , we deduce
e:tps (41) coker[LL]
∨ ≃ lim
←−
F
Tp Sel(A
t/F ).
p:loc Proposition 4.2.1. Suppose L/K is a Zdp-extension and XL is torsion over Λ(Γ). Then for d ≥ 2
coker[LL]
∨
= 0, and also
coker[LL]
∨
=
{
At[p∞](K), if d = 0;
lim
←−F
At[p∞](F ), if d = 1;
where the projective limit is taken over norm maps between finite intermediate extensions of L/K.
Proof. For simplicity, write XtL = Selp∞(A
t/L)∨. Then, as A and At are isogenous, XtL is
also torsion. Note that in general, At[p∞](F ) is contained in Tp Sel(A
t/F ) as its torsion part
and rankZp Tp Sel(A
t/F ) = corankZp Selp∞(A
t/F ). Thus, if d = 0, then, since XtK is torsion,
Selp∞(A
t/K) is finite, whence the proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5.1.
Let Kn denote the nth layer of L/K. Suppose d = 1. Then the Zp-rank of Tp Sel(At/Kn) is sta-
ble as n→∞. Thus, for m ≥ n≫ 0, the map Tp Sel(A
t/Kn) −→ Tp Sel(A
t/Km) (induced by the
restriction map) gives rise to an isomorphism between their Zp-free parts. Since the projective limit
in (41) is taken over the maps Tp Sel(A
t/Km) −→ Tp Sel(At/Kn) induced by the corestriction maps
on Selmer groups, the restriction-corestriction formula implies lim
←−n
Tp Sel(A
t/Kn)/A
t[p∞](Kn)
vanishes. Therefore, lim
←−n
Tp Sel(A
t/Kn) = lim←−n
At[p∞](Kn) as desired.
Then we prove by induction on d. It is sufficient to show that for each n, there exists some
intermediate Zd−1p -extension L1 of L/Kn such that LL1 is surjective. For this purpose, we first
observe that as Λ(Γ) is a finite Λ(Gal(L/Kn))-module, X
t
L is also torsion over Λ(Gal(L/Kn). Thus,
without loss of the generality, we may assume that Kn = K.
Since Γ is commutative, a basis of the vector space V = Qp ⊗Zp (A
t[p∞](L)div)
∨ can be found
so that the action of every γ ∈ Γ on V is represented by an upper triangular matrix in which the
diagonal entries are characters contained in Homcont(Γ,Q
×
p ). Since A
t[p∞](F ) is finite for every
finite extension F/K, every such character is of infinite order, and hence its kernel is isomorphic
to Zjp for some j ≤ d− 1. Thus, the union of the kernels of these characters is a proper subset Υ
of Γ. Choose L1 so that the intersection Gal(L/L1) ∩ Υ contains only the identity element of Γ.
Then, for every non-trivial γ ∈ Gal(L/L1), 1 − γ induces an invertible linear operator on V . It
follows that At[p∞](L1) is finite, and hence
lim
←−
F⊂L1
At[p∞](F ) = 0.
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Thus, if XtL1 is torsion over Λ(Gal(L1/K)), then coker[LL1 ] = 0, by the induction hypothesis.
Let ξ ∈ Λ(Γ) be a non-zero element such that ξ · Selp∞(At/L) = 0. Since ξ can only be divisible
by finitely many non-associated elements of the form γ − 1, γ ∈ Γ, we can choose L1 so that
ξ¯ := pL/L1(ξ) 6= 0. Consequently, ξ¯ · Selp∞(A
t/L1) is in the kernel of resL/L1, and is actually finite
by (39) and Lemma 2.3.1. This implies XtL1 is torsion. 
sub:mpsi
4.3. The operator ψ−1. Fix an intermediate Zp-extension L′′/K so that L = L′L′′, K = L′∩L′′.
The restriction of Galois action induces the isomorphism Ψ
∼
−→ Gal(L′′/K). Let L′′n denote the
nth layer of L′′/K, and, for each finite intermediate extension F/K of L/K, denote F ′′n = FL
′′
n.
For positive integers m, n, let
kern,m(F ) := ker
[
H2(F,A[pm])
res
// H2(F ′′n , A[p
m])
]
.
l:m1m2 Lemma 4.3.1. The natural map
lim
−→m
H2(F,A[pm]) // H2(F,A)p
is injective, and consequently,
lim
−→
m
kern,m(F ) = 0.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of exact sequences
H1(F,A)/pm2 H1(F,A)
  //
pm1−m2

H2(F,A[pm2 ])
im2
//

H2(F,A)p
H1(F,A)/pm1 H1(F,A) 

// H2(F,A[pm1 ])
im1
// H2(F,A)p,
where the left vertical arrow is induced by the multiplication by pm1−m2 . If an element x ∈
ker[im2 ] is represented by some y ∈ H
1(F,A)p of order p
r and m1 ≥ m2 + r, then x vanishes
under H2(F,A[pm2 ]) −→ H2(F,A[pm1 ]). This proves the first assertion. Then we observe that
lim
−→m
kern,m(F ) = ker
[
lim
−→m
H2(F,A[pm]) −→ lim
−→m
H2(F ′′n , A[p
m])
]
, and by Proposition 2.5.2 we
have the commutative diagram
lim−→mH
2(F,A[pm])
  //

H2(F,A)p
  //

H2(A/F )

lim
−→m
H2(F ′′n , A[p
m])
  // H2(F ′′n , A)p
  // H2(A/F ′′n ).
The right vertical arrow is also an injection, as every real place of K splits completely over L. 
p:psi-1 Proposition 4.3.2. We have
H1(L,A[p∞]) = (ψ − 1)H1(L,A[p∞]).
Proof. Suppose x ∈ H1(L,A[p∞]) is obtained from some xk ∈ H
1(F ′′k , A[p
m]) for some finite
intermediate field F/K of L′/K and some integers k and m. Choose n ≥ m + k and let xn
denote the image of xk under the restriction map H
1(F ′′k , A[p
m]) −→ H1(F ′′n , A[p
m]). Then xn
is annihilated by pm and fixed by Gal(F ′′n /F
′′
k ), whence contained in the kernel of the norm map
NGal(F ′′n /F ′′k ). This implies xn ∈ ker
[
NGal(F ′′n /F )
]
. If we choose the restriction of ψ to be the
generator of Gal(F ′′n /F ), then xn determines a class x¯n ∈ H
1(F ′′n /F,H
1(F ′′n , A[p
m])).
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In view of (22) and (24), we see that if n ≥ 2m+ k, then d1,1F ′′n (x¯n) = 0, and hence by (22) again
x¯n is contained in the image of kern,m(F ). Let m → ∞. Then Lemma 4.3.1 says that, under
H1(F ′′n , A[p
m]) −→ H1(F ′′n , A[p
∞]), the image of xn is indeed contained in (ψ − 1)H
1(F ′′n , A[p
∞]).

An application is in order. Let LΨL : H
1(L,A[p∞])Ψ −→ H1(A/L)Ψ denote the restriction of LL
to H1(L,A[p∞])Ψ. Consider the commutative diagram of exact sequences
0 // Selp∞(A/L) //
ψ−1

H1(L,A[p∞])
LL
//
ψ−1


H1(A/L) //
ψ−1

coker [LL] //
ψ−1

0
0 // Selp∞(A/L) // H
1(L,A[p∞])
LL
// H1(A/L) // coker [LL] // 0.
By diagram chasing (snake lemma), we deduce the exact sequence
e:psipart (42) 0 // Selp∞(A/L)/(ψ − 1) Selp∞(A/L) // coker
[
LΨL
]
// (coker [LL])
Ψ // 0.
su:derived
4.4. A derived equality. Recall the group Hiv(A,L/L
′) defined in §3. Write
Hi(A,L/L′) =
⊕
v
Hiv(A,L/L
′) ⊂ Hi(A/L′),
where v runs through all places of K, and set
W i(A,L/L′) = Hi(A,L/L′)∨ =
∏
v
W iv.
Consider the commutative diagram of exact sequences
e:diagramlong (43) H1(Ψ, A[p∞]) 

//
LL/L′

H1(L′, A[p∞])
resL/L′
//
LL′

H1(L,A[p∞])Ψ //
LΨL

0

H1(A,L/L′) 

// H1(A/L′)
res1
// H1(A/L)Ψ // // H2(A,L/L′).
In the diagram, the “0” term is due to Proposition 4.1.1, while the surjection follows from the
exact sequence (20) and Proposition 2.5.2. From it, we derive the equality of alternating products:
e:derived (44)
χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
LL/L′
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL′ ]
∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
LΨL
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(W
2(A,L/L′))
= χΛ(Γ′)(coker
[
LL/L′
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(ker [LL′ ]
∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(coker
[
LΨL
]∨
)
l:derived Lemma 4.4.1. The Λ(Γ′)-modules W1(A,L/L′) and W2(A,L/L′) are either both torsion or both
non-torsion. If they are torsion, then
χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
resL/L′
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL′ ]
∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(XL/(ψ − 1)XL)
=
∏
v ϑ
(1)
v ·ΘL′ · χΛ(Γ′)(X
Ψ
L ) · χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL]
∨ /(ψ − 1) coker [LL]
∨)
Proof. By Propositions 3.2.2, 3.3.1, 3.4.1, W1v (A,L/L
′) (resp. W2v (A,L/L
′)) is non-torsion if
and only if v ∈ S is a split-multiplicative place of A, Γ′v = 0 and wv = 0. This proves the
first assertion. Furthermore, if W1v (A,L/L
′) and W2v (A,L/L
′) are torsion, the it follows that
χΛ(Γ′)(W
2(A,L/L′) = (1) and χΛ(Γ′)(W
1(A.L/L′)) =
∏
v ϑ
(1)
v .
Recall that H1(Ψ, A[p∞])∨ is torsion by Corollary 2.3.2. Thus, if W1(A,L/L′) = H1(A,L/L′)∨
is also torsion then the left vertical arrow in (43) yields
χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
LL/L′
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(W
1(A,L/L′)) = χΛ(Γ′)(coker
[
LL/L′
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
resL/L′
]∨
).
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Therefor, in (44), the terms χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
LL/L′
]∨
) and χΛ(Γ′)(coker
[
LL/L′
]∨
) can be replaced, re-
spectively, by χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
resL/L′
]∨
) and χΛ(Γ′)(W
1(A,L/L′)). Then, since ker [LL′ ]
∨ = XL′ and
ker
[
LΨL
]∨
= XL/(ψ − 1)XL, the lemma follow from the equality
χΛ(Γ′)(coker
[
LΨL
]∨
) = χΛ(Γ′)(X
Ψ
L ) · χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL]
∨ /(ψ − 1) coker [LL]
∨),
which is a direct consequent of (42).

5. Proofs of main theorems
s:applsub:pseudo
5.1. The descent setting. Suppose that W is a finitely generated torsion Λ(Γ)-module. By
multiplying ψ − 1 to (18), we obtain via the snake lemma the exact sequence of finitely generated
Λ(Γ′)-modules:
e:pseusnake (45) 0 // [W ]Ψ // WΨ // NΨ
vv♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
♠
[W ]/(ψ − 1)[W ] // W/(ψ − 1)W // N/(ψ − 1)N // 0
Lemma 5.1.1. (Greenberg) There exists a closed subgroup Γ0 of Γ mapped isomorphically ontol:greenberg
Γ′ under the projection Γ −→ Γ′ so that N is finitely generated and torsion over Λ(Γ0).
Proof. The is basically given in [Grn78]. We just sketch it. Since N is pseudo-null, there exists an
annihilator φ ∈ Λ(Γ) not divided by p. Let Γ¯ = Γ/Γp, Ψ¯ = Ψ/Ψp and let Γ¯0 be a subgroup of Γ¯
mapped isomorphically onto Γ¯/Ψ¯ under the projection Γ¯ −→ Γ¯/Ψ¯. The proof of [Grn78, Lemma
2] actually proves that there is a Γ0 ⊂ Γ with Γ¯0 = Γ0/Γ
p
0 such that N is finitely generated over
Λ(Γ0). And the discussion in [Grn78] after the proof of Lemma 2 shows that N is torsion over
Λ(Γ0). 
c:gb Corollary 5.1.2. Let W be a finitely generated torsion Λ(Γ)-module and let [W ] and N be as in
(18). Then
(a) Both NΨ and N/(ψ − 1)N are finitely generated torsion Λ(Γ′)-modules.
(b) We have χΛ(Γ′)(N
Ψ) = χΛ(Γ′)(N/(ψ − 1)N).
(c) If any one of the modules WΨ, [W ]Ψ, W/(ψ− 1)W , [W ]/(ψ− 1)[W ] is torsion over Λ(Γ′),
then all of them are torsion. In this case, [W ]Ψ = 0.
(d) We have χΛ(Γ′)(W/(ψ − 1)W ) = pL/L′(χΛ(Γ)(W )) · χΛ(Γ′)(W
Ψ).
Proof. Identify Γ′ with the subgroup Γ0 in Lemma 5.1.1. Then N , and hence N
Ψ and N/(ψ−1)N ,
are finitely generated and torsion over Λ(Γ0). By Lemma 2.1.1, (b) holds, as Λ(Γ
′) = Λ(Γ0).
Let Tor(C) stand for the assertion that C is torsion over Λ(Γ′). Then the exact sequence (45)
implies
Tor([W ]Ψ)⇐⇒ Tor(WΨ),
Tor([W ]/(ψ − 1)[W ])⇐⇒ Tor(W/(ψ − 1)W ).
Also, if [W ] =
⊕m
i=1 Λ(Γ)/ξ
ri
i Λ(Γ) (see §2.1), then
Tor([W ]/(ψ − 1)[W ])⇐⇒ (ξi) 6= (ψ − 1), for every i, ⇐⇒ Tor([W ]
Ψ),
and in this case, we actually have [W ]Ψ = 0. Thus, (c) holds. The assertion (d) holds trivially, if
WΨ is non-torsion (by (c)); otherwise, it follows from (b), (c) and the exact sequence (45), since
pL/L′(χΛ(Γ)(W )) = χΛ(Γ′)([W ]/(ψ − 1)[W ]). 
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su:pft
5.2. The proof of Theorem 1. Now we complete the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof. Note that Proposition 3.2.2, Proposition 3.3.1, and Proposition 3.4.1 together imply that∏
v ϑ
1
v = ϑL/L′ . Suppose XL is non-torsion over Λ(Γ). We claim that XL/(ψ−1)XL is non-torsion
over Λ(Γ′). Let x1, ..., xr be a set of generators of XL over Λ(Γ). If the claim did not hold, then
there would be some f ∈ Λ(Γ) with pL/L′(f) 6= 0 so that for each i we can write
f · xi =
∑
aij · xj , aij ∈ (ψ − 1).
Write A = (aij). Then all xi are annihilated by g = det(A−f · Ir×r). As pL/L′(g) = pL/L′(f)
r 6= 0,
g 6= 0 and XL is torsion, a contradiction. Therefore, (Selp∞(A/L)Ψ)∨ = XL/(ψ − 1)XL is non-
torsion over Λ(Γ′). Now the diagram (43) induces the exact sequence
Selp∞(A/L
′)
resL/L′
// Selp∞(A/L)
Ψ // H1(A,L/L′)
which by duality shows ΘL′ϑL/L′ = 0 = pL/L′(ΘL) as desired.
Suppose XL is torsion over Λ(Γ). If XL′ is non-torsion over Λ(Γ
′), then by (39), Corollary 2.3.2
and Corollary 5.1.2, both XL/(ψ − 1)XL and [X ]L/(ψ − 1)[X ]L are also non-torsion. Therefore,
ΘL′ = pL/L′(ΘL) = 0, and hence the theorem holds trivially. If XL′ is torsion whileW
1(A,L/L′) is
non-torsion, then by Lemma 4.4.1 as well as its proof, W2(A,L/L′) is non-torsion and there exists
some split-multiplicative place v ∈ S such that ϑv = 0. Therefore, ΘL′ϑL/L′ = 0. By Proposition
4.2.1 and Proposition 2.3.5, the Pontryagin dual of (coker [LL])Ψ is torsion over Λ(Γ′). Now the
diagram (43) yields an inclusion
W2(A,L/L′) 

// coker
[
LΨL
]∨
that implies coker
[
LΨL
]∨
is non-torsion. These together with (42) imply XΨL is non-torsion. Then
Corollary 5.1.2 implies [XL]/(ψ − 1)[XL] is non-torsion, whence pL/L′(ΘL) = 0.
Finally, we consider the case where XL is torsion over Λ(Γ) and both XL′ and W1(A,L/L′) are
torsion over Λ(Γ′). Then by Lemma 4.4.1 and Corollary 5.1.2(d)
χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
resL/L′
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL′ ]
∨) · pL/L′(ΘL)
= ϑL/L′ ·ΘL′ · χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL]
∨
/(ψ − 1) coker [LL]
∨
).
To proceed, we write
η1 = χΛ(Γ′)(ker
[
resL/L′
]∨
) · χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL′ ]
∨
),
η2 = χΛ(Γ′)(coker [LL]
∨
/(ψ − 1) coker [LL]
∨
).
Then we deduce the desired equality η1 = ̺L/L′ · η2, by using Equality (39), Corollary 2.3.2,
Lemma 2.3.4, Proposition 2.3.5 and Proposition 4.2.1. In fact, if d ≥ 3, then η1 = η2 = (1); if
d = 2, then η1 = wL′/K and η2 = (1); if d = 1, then η1 = (|A[p
∞](K)|2/|A[p∞](K)∩A[p∞](L)div|)
and η2 = (|A[p∞](K) ∩ A[p∞](L)div|).

su:root
5.3. The proof of Theorem 3. Write Γω = ker[ω] and Lω = LΓ
ω
for ω ∈ Γ̂. Denote
c(ω) = corankZp Selp∞(A/L)
Γω .
l:noname Lemma 5.3.1. For every ω ∈ Γ̂,
s(ω) > 0 ⇐⇒ c(ω) > c(ωp).
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Proof. There is an Oω-homomorphism⊕
ε∈Γ̂/Γω
(Oω Selp∞)
(ε) −→ Oω Selp∞(A/L)
Γω
of finite kernel and cokernel. Since Γ/Γω is cyclic, every ε ∈ Γ̂/Γω equals σωp
i
for some integer i
and some σ ∈ Gal(Qp/Qp). Obviously, s(
σωp
i
) = s(ωp
i
). Therefore, if |Γ/Γω| = pn, then
c(ω) =
n∑
i=0
[Qp(µpn−i) : Qp] · s(ω
pi),
whence c(ω) = c(ωp) + [Qp(µpn) : Qp] · s(ω). 
Lemma 3.2.1 asserts that H1(Γωw, A(Lv)) is finite for every w not sitting over S and is trivial
for almost all w. Since XL is finitely generated over Λ(Γ
ω), Proposition 1.2.1 implies that the
Zp-module H1(A,L/Lω) =
∏
w H
1(Γωw, A(Lw)), where w runs over all places of L
ω, is cofinitely
generated. Consider the commutative diagram:
H1(Lω, A[p∞])div
resω
∼
//
LLω

(H1(L,A[p∞])Γ
ω
)div
LΓ
ω
L

H1(A,L/Lω)div
  // H1(A/Lω)div // (H1(A/L)Γ
ω
)div.
Here the isomorphism is due to (8) and (9). The diagram and its counterpart for ωp together yield
the commutative diagram of exact sequences (by snake lemma)
e:tempdiagram (46) Selp∞(A/L
ωp)div
rωp
//
s

(Selp∞(A/L)
Γω
p
)div
jωp
//
t

H1(A,L/Lω
p
)div
i
Lω
p
//
x

coker [LLωp ]div
y

Selp∞(A/L
ω)div
rω
// (Selp∞(A/L)
Γω )div
jω
// H1(A,L/Lω)div
iLω
// coker [LLω ]div ,
in which all vertical arrows as well as the restriction maps rωp and rω have finite kernels and
e:cap1 (47) Im rω
⋂
Im t = Im rω ◦ s,
e:cap2 (48) Imx
⋂
Im jω = Imx ◦ jωp ,
e:cap3 (49) Im y
⋂
Im iLω = Im y ◦ iLωp .
l:temp1 Lemma 5.3.2. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) s(ω) > 0.
(b) The Zp-corank of Selp∞(A/Lω) is greater than that of Selp∞(A/Lω
p
) or the Zp-corank of
H1(A,L/Lω) is greater than that of H1(A,L/Lω
p
).
Proof. Lemma 5.3.1 says that (a) means the cokernel of t has positive corank. In view of the
equalities (47), (48) and (49), we only need to check that this holds if
corankZp coker [LLω ] > corankZp coker [LLωp ] .
But by (40), this means rankZp Tp Sel(A
t/Lω) > rankZp Tp Sel(A
t/Lω
p
), or equivalently,
corankZp Selp∞(A/L
ω) > corankZp Selp∞(A/L
ωp),
as A and At are isogenous. Then the desired implication follows from (47). 
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l:h1alllambda Lemma 5.3.3. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) corankZp H
1(A,L/Lω) > corankZp H
1(A,L/Lω
p
).
(b) There exists some split-multiplicative v ∈ S, splitting completely over Lω/K, such that
either rankZp Γv = 1 and wv = 0 or rankZp Γv ≥ 2.
Proof. Suppose v ∈ S is split-multiplicative. If v does not split completely over Lω, then the
H1(Γωv , A(Lv))div is fixed by Γ
ωp , hence the restriction map H1(Γω
p
v , A(Lv))div −→ H
1(Γωv , A(Lv))div
is surjective. Suppose v splits completely over Lω. Then it follows from Proposition 3.4.1 and
Lemma 3.4.2 that v satisfies the condition (b) if and only H1(Γωv , A(Lv))div is of positive corank,
whence Qv ⊗Zp
∏
w|v H
1(Γωw, A(Lw))
∨ contains a regular representation of Γ/Γω over Qp. 
Now we prove Theorem 3.
Proof. (of Theorem 3) Suppose |Γ/Γω| = pn for some n. We can choose topological generators
γ1, ..., γd of Γ so that γ1, γ2, ..., γ
pn
d become topological generators of Γ
ω. For i = 1, ..., d−1, write Ψi
for the subgroup topologically generated by γ1, ..., γi and denote L
(i) = LΨi , Γ(i) = Gal(L(i)/K) =
Γ/Ψi. Then ω factors through a continuous character ω
(i) : Γ(i) −→ µpn . As before, we have
the specialization pL(i)/L(i+1) : Λ(Γ
(i)) −→ Λ(Γ(i+1)), induced by the quotient map, as well as
pω(i) : OωΛ(Γ
(i)) −→ Oω, induced by ω(i). Then pL/L(i) = pL(i−1)/L(i) ◦ · · · ◦ pL/L(1) , and pω can
be expressed as the composition
e:composition (50) pω = pω(i) ◦ pL/L(i) .
Let SP (A/L) denote the set of places v ∈ S satisfying the condition (b) of Lemma 5.3.3. Suppose
d ≥ 3. We choose γ1, ..., γd so that Ψd−2 intersects properly with both the inertia subgroup Γ1v and
the decomposition group Γv for all v ∈ S. Then, for i = 1, ..., d− 2, the extension L(i)/K remains
ramified at every place v ∈ S. Furthermore, we have
rankZpΓ
(i)
v =
{
rankZpΓv, if rankZpΓv ≤ 2;
2 +N, N ≥ 0, otherwise.
Then SP (A/L) = SP (A/L(1)) = · · · = SP (A/L(d−2)). Also, by Theorem 1, for i = 1, ..., d− 2,
ΘL(i) · (p
mi) = pL(i−1)/L(i)(ΘL(i−1)),
where pmi =
∏
v 6∈S ϑv. These formulae together imply
pω(ΘL) = 0 ⇐⇒ pω(d−2)(ΘL(d−2)) = 0.
It follows from Lemma 5.3.2, 5.3.3 that by replacing XL by XL(d−2) , we can reduce the proof to
the d ≤ 2 case. Suppose d = 2 and take L′ = L(1). If SP (A/L) is non-empty containing a place v,
then Theorem 1(c) asserts that pω(1)(ϑv) = 0, whence
pω(1)(̺L/L′) · pω(ΘL) = pω(1)(̺L/L′ · pL/L(1)(ΘL)) = pω(1)(
∏
v
ϑv ·ΘL′) = 0.
But by Lemma 2.3.4, pω(1)(̺L/L′) = (|A[p
∞](Lω) ∩ A[p∞](L′)|)2 6= 0. Thus, pω(ΘL) = 0 and the
theorem holds in this case. If SP (A/L) is empty, then SP (A/L(1)) is also empty and Theorem 1
implies
pω(ΘL) = 0 ⇐⇒ pω(1)(ΘL(1)) = 0.
Therefore, we can reduce the proof to the d = 1 case. But, obviously, the theorem holds in the
d = 1 case.

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